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Bush to make stop at R. Campbell tomorrow
Th

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP) —
Military happenings have a way of generating talk at the American Legion Post 233
just down the road from this home to 24,000
soldiers.
So it was no surprise Monday that the
White House announcement that President
Bush would eat an early Thanksgiving lunch
Wednesday with Fort Campbell soldiers was
generating a buzz among many of the military retirees.
Standing near a wanted poster of Osama
bin Laden that read, "Wanted: Dead or
Dead," Herbert Mayfield, 61, said he's not
quite sure he agrees with people who specu-

late Bush's visit is a sign
the
101st
Airborne
Division on post will be
soon receive deployment
orders.
But Mayfield, who
spent 20 years in the
Army,said it will be good
for the soldiers to meet
Bush.
"I've never seen a
Bush
group yet that had morale
so good it couldn't be
improved," Mayfield said, pausing to watch
his buddies play pool.

Nearby, at the bar, Michael Wood, 44,
said if Bush wants to improve troop morale,
he should make it so soldiers are paid more
and don't live in substandard housing
."They need a hell of a pay raise," he
said.
Jane Merrill, manager of the American
Legion, said she's already watched as
friends of hers in the special forces stationed
at Fort Campbell have quietly left for overseas.
Now she's just waiting to get the word
about the 101st Airborne Division. "It's
going to happen," Merrill said with an
unwavering confidence.

A few miles down the road at USA
Video, owner Kevin Ray said he's excited
about Bush's visit and will be listening to
see whether Bush announces the 101st will
be deployed.
More than 90 percent of Ray's business
comes from the soldiers. During the Gulf
War,Ray said he had to get a second job just
to keep the business afloat while the 101st
was away fighting.
"We could wake up and Bush says 'go,'
and those people could be gone," Ray said.
The public affairs officers on post have
refused to answer questions about possible
deployment of the air assault division.

The post has been on a high state of alert
since Sept. 11, and the soldiers are trained to
be deployed anywhere in the world in 36
hours.
A deployment announcement would likely come from 48 to 72 hours before the soldiers left, said George Heath,a public affairs
officer on the post.
President Bush is not the first Bush to
visit Fort Campbell. His father, George
Bush, landed at Fort Campbell in 1992 for a
speech at Austin Peay State University in
Clarksville, Tenn. He also stopped at the
post later that year on his way to a campaign
rally in Paducah.

J SCOTT APPLEWHITE/AP Photo

ADDRESSING RIGHTS ... Secretary of State Cohn Powell talks
about the United States' support for the rights of women in
Afghanistan, while speaking to an assembly of equal rights
advocates at the White House in Washington, Monday. Powell
earlier spoke at the University of Louisville.

Powell demands
Israel end West
Bank occupation
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— Minister Ariel Sharon for talks with
Secretary of State Colin Powell President Bush and Powell.
accused Israel of crippling chances
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon
for peace with the Palestinians by Peres, who takes a far more conciliabuilding homes for Jews on the West tory stance than Sharon, said the
Bank and in Gaza.
Bush administration's recognition of
Reflecting a long-held Arab view, a Palestinian state "is, in fact,
Powell said Monday that Israel was already an accepted vision."
on
which
Peres also said the Israeli governoccupying
land
Palestinians were entitled to build ment already was committed to not
their own state. He also called the building new Jewish settlements on
Arab-Israeli conflict the central the West Bank and in Gaza "and we
would also like to put an end to the
problem in the region.
Unlike his predecessors in the occupation."
Sharon praised the speech, too,
past 28 years, Powell did not say he
would go there himself to push his but stressed that all violence must
program with Israeli and Palestinian cease before negotiations begin, his
leaders. He is sending Assistant office said in a statement. Sharon
Secretary of State William Burns also stressed that Jerusalem must
this week in his place, and retired remain the "indivisible" capital of
Marine Corps Gen. Anthony Zinni Israel forever. He said he would crewill be sent as Powell's special ate a team to manage negotiations
for a cease-fire with Burns and
adviser.
The next chapter in the unfolding Zinni.
drama will be a visit to Washington
in December by Israeli Prime
See Page 2
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HEALING THROUGH ART ... As Calloway County Middle School art students prepare to paint a mural to reflect history and
patriotism, a Murray State student measures space for students to begin sketching their work.

Sending A Message
By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
"Some (people) use guns or other means to get a message across...
we want to make a peaceful statement through art," Calloway County
Middle School art teacher Mickey Garrison said.
Instead of picking up a gun, Garrison and his students are picking
up paint brushes to deliver their message regarding the September 11
terrorist attacks.
Getting the idea to paint a mural depicting America's past and present through a character education program, Garrison and his students
began working on the painting Friday. Using the same idea as Pablo
Picasso's 1937 painting titled Guernica, which depicts the innocent

Artificial heart patient's brain is bleeding
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Artificial heart
patient Robert Tools has had bleeding in his brain
this week, in the same area damaged by a stroke
10 days ago.
The bleeding showed up on a CT scan and
occurred during the previous 24 hours, implant
•
surgeon Lam= Gray said Monday.
The latest setback caused swelling and made
Tools, 59, of Franklin, Ky., a little less responsive, Gray said.
"I called his name, 'Bob,' and he would
squeeze my hand on his left side," Gray said.
"He's just not ,is awake today as he was yesterday."

Gray said Tools opened his eyes when he
heard Gray's voice.
Tools was the first recipient of an AbioCor
mechanical heart, which he received in a surgery
July 2 at Jewish Hospital in Louisville. Four other
patients have since received the pump.
Tools was more alert over the weekend- and
interacted with his son, Carlin, who was visiting
from Chicago, Gray said. The stroke on Nov. 11
left Tools unable to speak and paralyzed his right
side, though he has recovered limited movement
of his right leg.
Tools was placed on a ventilator last Tuesday
to help him breathe, because he was having trou-
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killing of hundreds of civilians in the Spanish Civil War, the group is
creating a mural, Amernica, which will incorporate the attacks with
other historical images.
"Throughout history, we(America) have come together in tragic
times. This is no exception... We'll overcome this as we have things in
the past and that's why we are putting historical images on it. also,"
Garrison said.
The soldiers of Iwo Jima, the Statue of Liberty and the U.S.'s patriotic patriarch Uncle Sam are only a handful of images Garrison and his
students plan to incorporate into the painting, in addition to recent

II See Page 2

Let's Talk Turkey!

ble swallowing secretions that accumulated in his
throat. Gray said Tools remains on the breathing
machine.
Doctors planned to cut a hole in his throat
Tuesday, a procedure called a tracheotomy. so
they can insert the ventilator's tube directly into
his windpipe and remove it from his mouth, to
make him more comfortable, Gray said.
"The family remains optimistic" that Tools
will recover from the stroke, Gray said, adding
that he and his partner, Dr. Robert Dowling,
"remain cautiously optimistic."

The Murray Ledger & Times
will close early Wednesday,
Nov. 21, for the Thanksgiving
holiday.
The
office
will
close
Wednesday at 3 p.m. and will
re-open Friday morning at
7:30.

Have A Happy
Thanksgiving!

•See Page 2
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Guilty plea entered in ID card case
ALEXANDRIA, Va.(AP) — An
Indonesian man named in FBI documents as a contact for airline hijacker Mohammed Atta was arrested
Monday and charged with helping
obtain false Virginia identification
for another- man listed in the same
documents as a contact for Osarna
bin Laden.
Agus Budiman appeared before a
U.S. magistrate in this Washington
suburb on a criminal complaint
charging
him
with
helping
Mohammad Bin Nasser Belfas
- - - •

obtain a Virginia driver's license.
prime U.S. suspect in the attacks.
The complaint alleges Budiman
Both Budiman and Belfas are No charges against Belfas have been helped Belfas obtain a Virginia
among 370 names included on a made public, and his whereabouts card by certifying on Nov. 4, ID
2000,
detailed FBI list of people sought for could not be learned.
that he and Belfas both lived at an
questioning in the investigation of
According to the criminal com- Arlington, Va., address.
the Sept. II attacks on New York plaint filed Monday, Budiman and
Neither of the men actually lived
and Washington. The list was .Belfas- came- to the United States --time:the complaint-said, but Belfas
released last month by Finnish bank- from Hamburg, Germany, in later used the ID card to obtain a
ing authorities.
October 2000.
Virginia driver's license.
Budiman is iiientified on the list
Attorney General John Ashcroft
Budiman appeared in the same
as a U.S. contact person for Atta, the has said that Atta and two other federal courthouse Monday where
presumed ringleader of the 19 hijackers were pan of a terrorist cell prosecutors obtained guilty pleas
hijackers. Belfas is identified as a that operated in Hamburg and the from two men arrested initially in
contact person for bin Laden, the United States.
connection with the Sept. II attacks.
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FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (AP) — Representatives
from the six flue-cured tobacco states have agreed to
seek a buyout of tobacco quota owners and growers that
was recommended by a presidential commission.
Agriculture officials from Virginia, South Carolina,
Kentucky, Tennessee and Florida met with North
Carolina Agriculture Commissioner Meg Scott Phipps
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• Powell ...
decision to come to the peace table
and when they do so we're more
Nabil Shaath, a leading than willing to help," he said.
Palestinian official, called Powell's
But_noik, as it seeks Arab support
speech positive. "For the first time, in the war on terrorism, the administhe United States is speaking about tration is leaning on Israel to give
ending Israeli occupation," he said. ground.
"For the first time, they are speaking
The harshest statement in
about a viable Palestinian state."
Powell's speech at the University of
Powell
appealed
to
the Louisville concerned Jewish homePalestinians to curb violence and building on the West Bank and in
terrorism.' But the thrust of his Gaza. Many -Jews consider the'West
speech was directed at Israel, mark- Bank, which they call Judea and
ing a sudden change in direction for Samaria, part of Israel, and some-the Bush administration. For 10 200,000 live there.
months, it has concentrated on try"Israeli settlement activity has
ing to apply the brakes to 14 months severely undermined Palestinian
of violence with cease-fire propos- trust and hope," Powell said.."It preals.
empts and prejudices the outcome ot
Bush echoed that view after a negotiations. and in doing so it cripCabinet meeting Monday, and said ples chances for real peace and
he has worked vigorously to bring security."
peace. •
Powell said later: "Settle,ment
"Our objective is to convince activity must stop for the sake oi
both parties to make a conscious Palestinians and Israelis alike."

From Front

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

PATRIOTIC PORTRAYAL ... Murray State and Calloway County Middle students are working
together to creat a mural depicting patriotism and pride in America.

• Message ...
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images such as a firefighter rescuing a child.
"I feel good about it ... I want it to reflect the history of America using stuff from September 11th and
major events in history," Matt Irby, a 7th-grade CCMS
art student, said.
Consisting of six boards, the mural will be more
than eight feet tall and 15 feet wide when completed
and is being sketched and painted primarily by 7th
through 8th-grade CCMS art students with the aide of
Murray State University art students.
"We're mainly here to help mentor and supervise

the kids," Tanna Konemann, a MSU art major and
president of the Organizatio'n of Murray Art Students,
said.
With aspirations of having the mural complete within the first few weeks in December. Garrison said he.
hopes to show it locally before sending it to
Washington, D.C.
He chose Washington because he has a friend, who
is also an art teacher, in Colorado Spring, Colo., who
is also creating a mural with his high school students.
"He is sending his(mural) to New York so we
decided to send ours to D.C.," Garrison said.

Town
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• Brain ...

are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• Murray Water District No. 3 will flush hydrants Wednesday, Nov. 21,
from 9 am.-noon. Officials advise not to wash clothes during this time.
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and several-North Carolina tobacco farmers Monday.
Mike Blanton, a spokesman for Phipps, said another
meeting will be held early next year to begin working
out details of such a buyout.
Blanton said Phipps and her staff have, for about four
months now, been discussing ways that a buyout could
be accomplished.

S78.00

Mailed in Calloway Co , Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington , Ky. - $85.00

71prir

Kentucky State Police
• For the week of Nov. 11-17, Kentucky State Police Post 1 in Mayfield
opened 25 criminal cases; made 14 criminal arrests; worked 25 accider.its;
answered 131 complaints; made 15 DUI arrests; and wrote 382 citations. No
fatalities were reported.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Tonya Benyei, 31, Water Valley, Ky., was travelling east on Ky. 94
Sunday when the front wheel of her 1997 Dodge Neon hit a concrete culvert,
causing her to lose controle of the vehicle. The vehicle then jumped over a
ditch, landed in a field and caught on fire under the hood.
The fire was quickly extinguished by a Calloway County Fire-Rescue
member already on the scene. Benyei was treated and released for back
pain at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
—Information is obtained from records, logs
and citations from the respective agencies.

Tobacco states agree to seek quota buyout

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray woman died as a result of injuries she sustained in a motorManaging Editor
cycle
accident over the weekend.
Advertising Mgr
Anna C. Ford, 26, died after being transferred from the MurrayClassifieds Mgr
Calloway County Hospital to Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah. A
Office Mgr
Western Baptist spokesperson could not confirm Monday the time of
Business Mgr
Rita Boggess
death.
The accident occurred when a vehicle driven by Linda H. Hutson, 50,
READER INFORMATION
Murray, entered Arcadia Circle from Olympic Plaza and collided with a
Business Hours
motorcycle driven by Micky L. Cavitt, 42, Murray.
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Cavitt and Ford, a passenger on the motorcycle, were thrown from the
Sat. Closed
motorcycle following the collision. Both Ford and Cavitt were transportPhone (270) 753-1916
ed to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, while Hutson refused medFax (270) 753-1927
ical treatment.
,-----Cavitt was transferred to The Regional Medical Center in Memphis.
Subscription Rates
Tenn., with a trseticed left hip and a fractured left foot. Ford was transAll subscriptions payable in
ferred to Western Baptist with what a MCCH spokesperson called a "seriadvance. Home delivery 6 days a
ous head injury."
week.
According to a spokesperson from the Murray Police Department,
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Cavitt was wearing a helmet at the time of the accident, but Ford was not.
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From Front

Gray said Tools also suffered
renewed gastrointestinal bleeding
last Tuesday, requiring doctors to
• Entries are now being accepted for, the 2001 Murray Rotary Club
transfuse
a couple of units of blood.
Christmas Parade, Saturday, Dec, 1. Civic organizations, clubs, groups,
Similar
bleeding
during the first two
teams, bands and any other group wanting to participate can register
months after- Tools' operation kept
their units by calling the Murray Chamber of Commerce (753-5171).
doctors from giving Tools bloodEntry deadline is Nov. 27.
thinning anticoagulants that reduce
the risk of clots forming.
The new bleeding Tools experienced highlights the difficulty his
doctors have had keeping his blood
thin enough not to form clots, which
can cause strokes, and thick enough
not to cause bleeding.
Custom Made In The Ear
"It's a two-edged sword," Gray
said.
The bleeding in Tools' stomach
was a result of how malnourished
he
had been before the operation,
With This Coupon
Gray said. He believes the clot that
caused the stroke may have formed
during the first two months but
lodged somewhere in the plastic and
titanium heart or in Tools' blood
vessels.
Test
Doctors finally were able to give
Tools anti-coagulant medicine dur•30 Day Trial
ing the last month, and that could
have had the unintended effect of
IIIRRY THIS OFFER ENDS
freeing the already-formed clot —
which was probably not much larg1-800-949-5728
er than a pinhead — and allowing it
to move to the brain, Gray said.
Outside Murray
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NTSB: Crash looking
more like 'accident'

AMIR SHAKAP Photo

A NEW SIGHT ... An Afghan boy watches northern alliance soldiers sit on a tank during a patrol
in Kabul, Afghanistan. today (Tuesday).

Reward may help motivate
Afghans to turn in bin Laden
WASHINGTON (AP) — The without compromising the search,
U.S. military hopes that Afghans except I can point to the map of
seeking a $25 million reward, not Afghanistan, where more and more
American soldiers, will creep territory are now in friendly hands."
Rumsfeld was more cautious.
through caves hunting for top al"As enemy leaders become fewer
Qaida terrorist leaders, Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld says. and fewer, that does not necessarily
The bounty offered for Osama mean that the task will become easibin Laden and his top aides, plus er," he said. "People can hide in
additional reward money from the caves for long periods. This will
CIA, should encourage "a large take time."
He denied reports that U.S. intelnumber of people to begin crawling
through those tunnels and caves, ligence has defined a narrow search
looking for the bad folks," Rumsfeld area for bin Laden and his associates.
said Monday.
"To try and think that we have
He also said the United States
would not allow Taliban leader them contained in some sort of a
Mullah Mohammed Omar to leave small area I think would be a misunhis hometown of Kandahar, even if derstanding of the difficulty of the
the anti-Taliban forces surrounding task," he said.
If the job of finding bin Laden
the city offer him safe passage.
Rumsfeld added that he hoped falls to the U.S. military, it will
Taliban and al-Qaida fighters hold- require different kinds of troops than
ing the northern Afghan town of the special operations forces now in
Kunduz are killed or captured, not Afghanistan, Rumsfeld said. He did
not elaborate, but other officials
released.
"The idea of their getting out of have said an infantry unit like the
the country and going off to make Army's 10th Mountain Division
their mischief somewhere else is not might get the assignment.
Rumsfeld said the special forces
a happy prospect," he said. "So my
hope is that they will either be killed in Afghanistan — now numbering
several hundred —had-not-yet-peror taken prisoner."
Speaking on the 44th day of U.S. sued any Taliban or al-Qaida leaders
bombing in Afghanistan, President into neighboring Pakistan. "If one of
Bush said the military was closing in those folk that we particularly wanton bin Laden, the chief suspect in ed was known" to be crossing a borthe Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. "The der,"we might have an early intennoose is beginning to narrow," Bush sive consultation with the neighbors," he added.
said.
To spread word of the $25 mil"If our military knew where Mr.
bin Laden was, he would be brought lion reward for getting bin Laden
to justice," Bush said following a and a -select few" of his lieutenants,
Cabinet meeting. Asked whether he the U.S. military is dropping localhad evidence that U.S. forces were language leaflets over Afghanistan
closing in on bin Laden, Bush said, "like snowflakes in December in
"It's going to he hard to tell you that Chicago," Rumsfeld said.

Intelligence
officials believe
bin Laden is in a
rural area of the
country,
not
under northern
alliance control
— meaning either
southeast
of
Rumsfeld
Kandahar
or
around cities like
Jalalabad in the east or Kunduz in
the north.
In the past, bin Laden has traveled with at least a small, armed
security force, and he's believed to
now use people as couriers, because
he knows the United States can
eavesdrop on his phone conversations
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the NTSB is whether the tail was
weakened in 1994 when the plane
hit an air 'pocket while flying to
Puerto Rico. The turbulence was so
severe that 47 people were injured.
However, American Airlines
President and Chief Executive
Donald J. Carty said Monday night
he does not believe the 1994 incident caused structural -damage that
could have contributed to lag
week's crash.
"This airplane has been through
what we call a 'C check' since that
turbulence. A 'C check' for us is
very comprehensive," Carty said on
CNN's "Larry King Live."
He acknowledged that the breaking off of the plane's tail in the New
York crash has left airline officials
"surprised and confused."

CHANGE
FACES?

• Trees • Container Plants • Garden Gifts
• Christmas Items
Mon-Fri.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

plane hit turbulence from the Japan
Air Lines 747 that took off before it,
and the rudder showed sharp movements, but aviation experts say neither event should have been severe
enough to break off the tail.
"Turbulence is significant," said
John Clark, the NTS13's aviation
safety director. "It's a player. But we
don't see a huge vortex that -just
came along and knocked the tail
off."
The
Federal
Aviation
Administration has ordered inspections of the tail assembly of the
French-built A300-600 and the A310, made from the same nonmetallic composites. American Airlines
said Monday that inspections of all
of its 34 A-300-series planes found
no problems with the tails.
One issue being investigated by

What's Your Bank
Done For You Lately?

End of The Season Sale
CLEARANCE

WASHINGTON (AP) — There
is no evidence that a terrorist attack
or sabotage brought'dOwn American
Airlines Flight 587, says the head of
the National Transportation Safety
Board.
A complete transcript of the
cockpit voice recorder, including
background noises, showed no indication of -a bomb or explosionv-NTSB Chairwoman Marion Blakey
said Monday in an interview.
"You're seeing evidence that
points in the direction of this having
been an accident," Blakey said."We
continue not to have anything that
points to terrorism."
American Flight 587 crashed
minutes after taking off from New
York's Kennedy Airport on Nov. 12,
killing 265 people. Coming just two
months after four commercial airplanes were hijacked, the crash initially raised fears of another terrorist
attack.
Investigators are focusing on the
tail of the Airbus A300-600, which
sheared off before the crash. The
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U.S.'s chemical terror that started it all
By ANDREW BUCHANAN
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO(AP) — The first victim was
a--12-year-okl girl seeking to cure a-morning
headache.
She was followed by a 27-year-old postal
worker, his brother and his brother's new
Wife.
Three more people died as authorities
made'the unsettling connection: All the victims had taken cyanide-laced capsules of
Extra Strength Tylenol. The discovery set
off a national panic and created a murder
mystery that remains unsolved.
Nearly two decades before anthrax killed
four people and changed the way Americans
handle their mail, the country learned that an
everyday product could be turned into a
killer.
"This was an outbreak of chemical terrorism," recalled Cook County Medical
Examiner Edmund Donoghue, who investigated the 1982 killings as the office's chief
deputy. "It was kind of a ridiculous thought

at the time that Tylenol, the world's greatest
pain reliever, would have killed someone."
John Fel!mann, a captain with the
Arlington Heights _police in suburban _
Chicago who helped investigate the Tylenol
killings, said the anthrax scare has given
him a case of deja vu.
"Something you trust, the mail, is killing
you," he said.
Johnson & Johnson, parent company of
Tylenol manufacturer McNeil Consumer
Products, recalled more than 20 million bottles of Extra Strength Tylenol and burned
every one. Chicago Mayor Jane Byrne
banned the sale of Tylenol products, and
1,300 volunteers canvassed the city to warn
the public about the potential danger.
Across the country, everyone from school
nurses to housewives rushed to turn in bottles to authorities. Investigators eventually
recovered eight tainted bottles, five related
to the deaths, two turned in by consumers
and tine pulled from a stOre
"Everybody was frightened if they had

Main Street

Tylenol in the house," said Chuck Krainei,
the retired deputy chief of the Arlington
Heights Fire Department who responded to
the lame where three.members of the Janus_
family died.
"To this day I don't take any capsules.
We have all the tamper-proof bottles today
but I still check those."
Like the anthrax cases, the Tylenol deaths
set off an enormous — and enormously difficult — investigation.
A task force of 150 officers from local,
state and federal agencies tracked down
thousands of leads. No one was ever charged
in the killings and officials said the crimes
had no known pattern or motive.
While there were later copycat cases in
Washington state and New York, the
Chicago-area deaths ended as abruptly as
they began.
Two men were convicted for crimes
related to the 1982 poisonings: Roger
Arnold of Chicago for kitting -a man he
thought directed investigators his way in the

case, and

James E. Lewis of Kansas City,
who sent an extortion note to Johnson &
Johnson threatening to poison bottles of the
painkiller unless he got $1 million.
Lewis was
ws
ielievedSome investigatoV4
ver proven. Both
also the killer but it w
men have served prison terms and been
released.
The FBI says the case remains open.
Fellmann said he used to hear from the FBI
off and on, but not for about two years now.
But the case still haunts investigators and
medical personnel alike.
Kramer recalled the Janus case, where
grieving family members returned home
from thehospital after the death of Adam
Janus and began to pass around a bottle of
Tylenol. Capsules from the same bottle had
killed Adam.
Paramedics were called when Stanley
Janus, 25, collapsed.
"While we were working on him his wife
collapsed in the other room," Kramer said.
Stanley and 19-year-old Theresa Janus were
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By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist

Sometimes,
the closest
thing
For a terminally ill person
with family
spread far and
wide, sometimes
a pet-is the closest thing to
them."
Shawn
Maxwell frowns as-she says this. She is serious, passionate about the
topic of beloved animals.
"I've seen it happen too many
times.- she continues. "Don't take a
pet away: at the end.. Shawn has been in the animal
business for 18 years. Founder of
"Tenders.- she provides personalized in-home care for pets when .
their owners are away.
"It's stress free. The animals are
in their own environment.- Shawn
explains. "Some animals board
well, but many don't.A devoted pet lover, Shawn
Maxwell is a staunch advocate:She
advises owners to think ahead about
making provisions for pets after the
owner dies or is unable to care for
the animal.
"Write your wishes down," she
says. "and update it regularly.
Someone who agrees to adopt your
dog today may be unable to take it
the next year.According to Ms. Maxwell, pet
owners need to consider a range of
issues when it comes to end of life
decisions: Who will be a loving
caregiver to my pet?
If there is no individual the pet
can go to, can the animal go to a
shelter?
Should the animal be euthanized
upon the owner's death?
Shawn mentions that some people actually have their animals
buried with them at the-end.
Whatever the plans. they should be
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committed to writing. Provisions
for animals can also be detailed in
an individual's will, though there is
always the chance that animals will
be taken care of before the will is
ever read.
Just as in end of life planning for
people, open and honest communication about pets and how they
should be handled if they survive
the owner is essential among family
members.
"I've seen it happen that someone promises to provide pet care
and when the owner died, the relative made plans to have the animal
put to sleep too," Shawn declares.
"It's very important to feel confident that those who say they'll help
will actually follow through."
Pet owners of all ages are sometimes reluctant to express the feelings they have for their animals.
"There's a genuine bond there,"
Shawn admits. "especially between
someone who lives alone and their
pet. There's a place in their hearts
that is not filled by any other relationship."
For the elderly who may be
home-bound and whose friends
have died, a pet becomes a best
friend. "In some instances," Shawn
asserts. "the animal gives a person
the will to live."
She recalls a 93-year-old with an
ancient cat. "They seem to keep
each other alive," Shawn observed.
When a devoted pet dies, the
feelings of grief and loss can be
deep and painful. The Association
of Pet Loss and Bereavement helps
pet lovers cope with the loss by
providing counseling, personal support and reading material.
Visit their Web site at
http://www.aplb.org.
Contact Shawn Maxwell and
"Tenders" at 270-753-6147.

Letters to the Editor policy...
Letters must be brief and are
subject to rejection and/or
editing. Please send letters to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071. Please include name,
address and telephone number
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both soon dead.
"I have been on thousands and thousands
of calls, but I'll always remember the Janus
family," Kramer said.
- While the slayings remain unresolved,
the tragedy had at least one far-reaching
consequence: the tamper-resistant packaging on most foods and drugs sold today. The
deaths also led to tougher criminal penalties
for illegal tampering with consumer products.
The product safety improvements provide little solace to relatives of the victims.
"It's a wound that has never closed," said
Patricia Kellerman of Elk Grove Village,
Mary
12-year-old
of
grandmother
Kellerman, the first victim.
"It's so disheartening. I watch all these
programs on television and it seems like
they always find who did it," she said.
"It just seems impossible that someone's
still walking around out there that's guilty of
these crimes."

ALICE ROUSE
Publisher

Publisher Emeritus

ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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Washington Yesterday
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
AP Writer

Je erson's statue and house
.— In
WASHINGTON (AP)
1832 an American naval lieutenant,
a man of fiery temperament and
independent means, sought out the
most prominent sculptor in Paris
and commissioned an imposing
statue of Thomas Jefferson.
Although he was spending his
own money and had no official
commission to act, the officer
intended the statue to be a gift to
Congress and the American people.
Two years later, Uriah Phillips
Levy, by then a commander, took
. his single-minded devotion to the
author of the Declaration of
Independence one giant step further.
Levy purchased Monticello, the
third president's mountaintop home
in Virginia. The Levy family owned
the house for the next nine decades.
preserving it for-the future and
keeping Jefferson's masterful architecture largely untouched.
The story of the statue and the
house is told in "Saving Monticello,
The Levy Family's Epic Quest to
Rescue the House that Jefferson
Built," by history writer Marc
Leepson.
Levy, who built a fortune in
New York City real estate, never
fully explained why he bought the
house where Jefferson died in 1826,
deeply in debt. But religious belief
may have played a part.

Writing from Paris in the fall of
1832 he called Jefferson "one of the
greatest men in history" and the
statue "a small payment for his
determined stand on the side of
religious liberty."
Born in 1792 in Philadelphia,
Levy was a fifth-generation
American, the descendent of an
accomplished Jewish family that
arrived in 1733. He joined the Navy
as a midshipman during the War of
1812.
Levy's naval career was stormy.
He killed man in a duel, reportedly after taking offense at anti-•
Semitic remarks. He was courtmartialed six times, but always was
returned to duty. He reached the
rank of captain by the time of his
death in 1862.
In Paris. Levy borrowed a
Thomas Sully portrait of Jefferson
from the Marquis de Lafayette and
made it available to sculptor PierreJean David D'Anger for use as a
model.
The bronze statue D'Angers
made stands 7 1/2 feet tall. It shows
a standing Jefferson holding a quill
pen in his right hand and the
Declaration of Independence in his
left.
Back in the United States, Levy
presented the completed statue to
Congress after adding an inscription identifying himself as the

donor.
But some called the proposed
gift presumptuous, saying the lieutenant held too humble a rank to be
giving statues to governments.
Others objected to a Jefferson
statue when no statue of George
Washington was yet in the Capitol.
Some complained the statue was
not a good likeness. Still others
may have objected on grounds of
Levy's religion.
In the end, while many House
members opposed the gift, it was
accepted on a 69-5. roll call and
placed in the Capitol Rotunda.
But in 1847, the statue found an
admirer in President James Polk,
who called himself a Jeffersonian.
Polk ordered the statue removed
from the Capitol and set up in front
of the White House.
"It remained there for 27 years,
the only monument to a president
ever to stand within the immediate
enclosure of the White House," historian William Seale wrote in "The
President's House."
Levy's testimony to Jefferson
remained through the Civil War and
presidents of both parties.
By 1874 more than a quartercentury of summer thunderstorms
and winter freezes had taken a toll.
Jonas Levy, the commodore's
brother, demanded that Congress
either give the statue a safe harbor

or return it to the family.
Rather than do that the statue
was cleaned up, hauled back to the
Capitol and installed in the
Rotunda, where it remains.
After much turmoil, including
the seizure of the house by the
Confederate government during the
Civil War, Monticello became the
property of the captain's nephew,
the appropriately named Jefferson
Levy.
Leepson writes that Jefferson
Levy soon was subjected to a campaign, accompanied by anti-Semitic
slurs, to persuade him to sell.
In 1923, Monticello was transferred to the Thomas Jefferson
Foundation, which continues to
make it open to the public.
The story of the Levy family's
stewardship is inscribed on a
plaque installed at Monticello in
1985 near the grave of Rachel
Levy, Uriah Levy's mother. It reads
in part:
"At two crucial periods in the
history of Monticello, the preservation efforts and stewardship of
Uriah P. and Jefferson M. Levy successfully maintained the property
for future generations."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Lawrence
L. Knutson has covered the White
nd Washington's
House, Co
history for WI
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Deaths
Roy Scott Jr.

Mrs. Bertha Irene Beard

Roy Scott Jr., 57, North 17th Street, Murray, died Monday. Nov. 19, 2001,
at 7:55 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He was retired from General Tire, Mayfield, and was a member of Flint
Baptist Church.
One daughter, Lone Scott, died Nov. 20, 1998. One.brother, Elvin Scott,
also preceded him in death. Born Dec. 8, 1943, in Call()way County, he was
the son of the late Roy Scott Sr. and Cozy Garland Scott.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Michelle Barrow and husband,
Richard, and two grandchildren, R.J. Barrow and Taylor Barrow, all of
Spencer, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Fannie Ford and husband, Herman, Benton; two
brothers, R.C. Scott and wife, Betty, Murray, and Marvin Scott and wife,
Delois, Kiricsey; sister-in-law, Mrs. Wanda Scott, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Tim Palmer will officiate. Burial will follow in Coles
Camp Ground Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

John Henry_ Outland
John Henry Outland,85, Blair Street, M urray, died Monday. Nov. 19,2001,
at 8:12 a.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was an Army veteran of World War II and a member of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Born June 6, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Walter
Outland Selena A. Geurin Outland. Three sisters, Ludie Bushart, Eunice Irene
Outland and Euple Thurman, and one brother, Elgie Outland, all preceded her
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Hettinghouse Outland, to
whom he was married June 29, 1946; two sons, Donald Outland and wife,
Kathy, Salem, Ore., and Ronald Outland and wife, Nancy,San Antonio,Texas;
three grandchildren, Matthew Outland and Chris Austin, San Antonio, and
Johnothan Outland, Salem; one great-grandchild, Isaac Austin.
J.H. Churchill Funeral HQMC is in charge of arrangements.

Horace Murrell Collins
Horace Murrell Collins, 86, Walnut Court, Benton, died Monday, Nov. 19,
2001, at 2:50 p.m. at Britthaven Healthcare, Benton.
A carpenter, he was a member of Union Ridge Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were three sisters and three brothers. He was the son
of-thetate Ed Collins-and-Eldra Faughn Collins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Myra Collins; two sons, Randall Collins,
Paducah,and Reece Collins, Benton; one brother, Headley Collins, Benton;six
grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Waid Copeland and the Rev. Dewey Dick will officiate. Burial will follow in Union Ridge Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday). "

Boyce Wilburn Crowe
Boyce Wilburn Crowe,93, Killen, Ala., father of Mrs. Patricia A. Saylors
of Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 18, 2001, at his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
Retired from Tennessee Valley Authority, he was a member of the United
Methodist Church in Killen. He was also a 32nd KCCH of the Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry in Nashville, Tenn., and the Alhambra Temple of Chattanooga,
Tenn. He was a member of the Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons in
Jasper, Tenn.
His wife, Mrs. Allie Lorena Crowe, preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Patricia A. Saylors, Murray; one son,
James C. Crow and wife, Thelma, New Boston, Texas; four grandchildren,
Karen Lamb and husband, Kevin, Murray,Julie Saylors, Peoria, Ill., Jeff Crow,
New Boston,Texas, and Linda Thompson and husband, Vic, Sulphur Springs,
Texas; seven great-grandchildren; two sisters, Mrs. Ellen Bums and Mrs.
Princess Roberts, both of Killen; two brothers, Howard Crow, Killen, and
Leslie Crow and wife, Virginia, Carrollton, Ga.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at United Methodist Church,
Killen. The Rev. Al Geise and the Rev. Jim Webster will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jeff Crow, Kevin Lamb, Wayne Butler, Ronald Pettus,
Roger Hamner and Vic Thompson, active; Tula Dial, Virginia Walden, Doris
and Elvin Jackson, Bill and Nell Adomyetz, Price Fry, David Bums and
Delphene Shannon, honorary. Burial will follow in Killen Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Elkins East Chapel in Center Star from 5 to 9 p.m.
today (Tuesday)and at the church after 1 p.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to United Methodist Church in
Killen or to Hospice of the Shoals, 1106 Bradshaw Dr., Florence, AL.
Graveside services for C.Conrad DePriest will be today(Tuesday)at 2 p.m.
at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Brett Miles will officiate.
Pallbearers are Larry, Trevor and Mickey Jones, and Gary and Larry
DePriest.
Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. DePriest, 89, Coles Camp Ground Road, Murray, died Saturday, Nov.
17, 2001, at 3:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
His wife, Mrs. Thelma DePriest, died March 3, 1999. Born Nov. 12, 1912,
in Irvington, he was the son of the late Virginia Higgins Peters.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Connie Jones and husband, Larry,
Murray; two sons, Gary DePriest and wife, Barbara, Irving, Texas and Larry
DePriest and wife, Mabel, Protection, Kan.; six grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

We also encourage
beauti-rul memories.
Everyone remembers to send flowers to a funeral.
‘'hat about that favorite pair of gardening gloves or
those prize tomatoes? There is no better way to cherish
a memory than to focus on those things that express a
We will listen, giving the families we serve the
freedom to choose the way they want their service. We
welcome those special items that bring happy thoughts,
laughter, love, and meaningful memories. Call for more
information on our personalized funeral services.

Ft*literal Florrie
311 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7000• Fax (270) 753-0042
02000 MKJ Marketing

Polly_ McDougal Hooks
The funeral for Ms. Mary Pauline (Polly) McDougal Hooks Little is
today (Tuesday) at II a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. Garry Evans and John Dale are officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is vocalist and pianist.
Pallbearers are Frank Walker, Ronnie Fox,Grant King,Caryl:4=11Jan
Vance and Morris Prescott. Burial- will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Ms. Little, 62, Hardeeville, S.C., formerly of Murray, died Friday, Nov.
16, 2001, at 9:35 a.m. at Hospice Savannah Inc., Savannah, Ga.
Born Jan. 10, 1939, in Murray, she was the daughter of Ida Evelna
McDougal and the late James Castle McDougal.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Paulette Hooks Anderson and
husband, David, Johnson City, Tenn., and Ms. Kelle Hooks Knight,
Beaufort, S.C.; one son, Lance Reed Hooks and wife, Tonya, Savannah; her
mother, Mrs. Ida Evelna McDougal, Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Ida Walker
and husband, Frank, and Mrs. Janella Fox and husband, Ronnie, all of
Murray, Ms. Anita Field, Vincennes, Ind., and Ms. Ilona McDougal,
Chicago, Ill.; six grandchildren, Laura Anderson, Emily Anderson, Kelsea
Swafford, and Branton, Tyler and Alex Hooks; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Vivian E. Starks
The funeral for Mrs. Vivian E. Starks will be today (Tuesday) at 1 pin
in the chapel of Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. Garry Evans and John
Dale will officiate. Singing will be singers from Glendale Road Church of
Christ where she was a member.
Pallbearers will be Ray Dunn, Gene McDougal, Grundy Falwell, Jerry
Ainley, Lenith Rogers and Jim Lawson. Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, north of Kirksey.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Starks, 89, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 18, 2001, at 2:40 a.m. at
West View Nursing Horne, Murray.
'
Her husband, Harus Starks, and one brother, Ralph Dunn, preceded her
in death. Born July 17, 1912, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Hallet Dunn and Lula Usrey Dunn.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Nell Culpepper, Murray, Mrs.
Evelyn Neal, Clearwater, Ha., and Mrs. Catherine Lassiter, Hopkinsville;
three brothers, Harold Dunn, Murray, Milburn Dunn and wife, Dorothy,
Atlanta, Ga., and Wilford Dunn and wife, Jenette, Clearwater, Fla.; several
nieces and nephews.

Old Country Store

Come 'Join Us 3or Thanksgiving
Enjoy A Traditional Thanksgiving Meal
Adult $799 —Children $299

George S. Gallagher
The funeral for George S. Gaflagfier will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Hollis Miller will officiate. Danny
Claiborne will lead a group of singers from University Church of Christ.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens with full military rites
at the graveside.
Visitation will be at the funeral after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to University Church of Christ
Building Fund, 801 North 12th St., Murray.
Mr. Gallagher, 83, Murray,died Sunday, Nov. 18,2001, at 2 a.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired from military service after 22 years of service, both in
World War II and Korean Conflict. He was a member and former deacon of
University Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mabel Gallagher, to whom he was married Nov. 26, 1946, in Seattle, Wash.; two sons, David Gallagher, Fulton,
and John Gallagher and wife, Debbie, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Frances
Melvin, Pittsburgh, Pa.; two grandchildren, Caroline and Erica Gallagher.

Dine in or carry out
All menu items sold in bulk ready to go.
ASSORTED FRESH PIES

$799

whole pie

650 N. 12th St.,
Murray

762-0081

READ THE
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TACO JOHN'S
CHIMI PLATTER

C. Conrad DePriest

Vrost fune-rals I-Taub-1u! flower
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The funeral for Mrs. Bertha Irene Beard will be today (Tuesday) at 2
p.m. at The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 502 South 16th St.,
Murray. Bishop Alma Q. Hale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Aaron Beard, Tim Bogue, Cory Netterfield, Timmy
Walls, Jason Manning, Justin Manning and Michael .Leonard. Burial will
follow in Sugar Creek Cemetery with arrangements by Imes-Miller Funeral
Home, Murray.
Visitation will be at the church after 1 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Beard, 63, Center Ridge, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 17, 2001, at
1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Donald Ray Beard; two daughters, Mrs.
Becky Phillips, Murray, and Mrs. Cindee Leonard and husband, Michael,
Columbia, Mo.; two sons, Glendel Beard and Aaron Beard and wife.
Allison, all of Murray; her mother, Mrs. Bertha May Woodburn, Mountain
Grove, Mo.; one sister, Ms. Darlene Woodburn, San Diego. Calif.; two
brothers, Harlan Woodburn and wife, Betty, Mountain Grove, Mo., and
Marvin Woodburn and wife, Pam, Sanger, Calif.; eight grandchildren; four
great-grandchildren.
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

9948.78 27.68
Don Jones Ind. As g.
Air Products
45.40 + 0.02
AOL Time Warner .37.68 - 0.07
16.98 - 0.12
AT&T
40.18+ 0.05
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
37.64 - 0.10
Bristol Myers Squibb ..56.10- 0.28
Caterpillar
49.69 - 0.32
85.93+ 3.02
Chevron Texaco Corp
41.77 - 037
Daimler Chrysler
45.02 + 0.12
Dean Foods
38.04+ 1.03
Exxon-Mobil
17.70+ 0.15
Ford Motor
41.28+ 0.03
General Electric
General Motors
47.83+ 0.09
GlaxoSmith Kline ADR ..52.66 - 0.26
23.34 - 0.27
Goodrich
23.22 - 0.41
Goodyear
12.50 B 12.75 A
HopFed Bank*
114.99 - 0.01
IBM
41.70 - 032
Ingersoll Rand
30.28- 0.71
Intel
24.57 + 0.19
Kroger
8.46 - 0.13
Lucent Tech
19.40 - 0.09
Mattel
27.54- 032
McDonalds
64.09 - 0.50
Merck
67.64 + 1.10
Microsoft
27.68 - 0.20
J.C. Penney
49.94 + 0.02
Pepsico, Inc.
43.38 + 0.20
Pfizer, Inc
35.55 + 0.10
Schering-Plough
45.46 - 0.21
Sears
43.32 - 0.08
Union Planters
18.60 - 0.06
US Bancorp
34.95 + 0.20
UST
55.66 - 0.09
Wal-Mart
14.71 + 0.03
Worldcom Inc.

Only Firstar gives you
More Than Free Checking.
Much
Much
Much
Much
Much
More.

Competitive Interest
Free Internet Banking
Free Check Card
No Minimum Balance
Five Star Service Guaranteed

Get a $50 bonus with direct deposit,
earn interest, and more, only at Firstar.
You can check all you want — you
won't find a checking account with
more. Firstar offers competitive
interest, free Internet Banking and
a free Check Card. Plus, there are
no monthly maintenance fees or

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
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minimum balance requirements.
And it's all backed with our one-ofa-kind Five Star Service Guarantee.
For more information, stop by any
Firstar branch, or check us out at
www.firstar.com.
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Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
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$50 Bonus with Direct Deposit

Star Service Guaranteed
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'Limit Otte free checking account per customer. All regular at', omit opening procedure, app! ,_ 5100 minimum deposit to open
checking account. No monthly maintenance fee or 11711111111IIII balance requirements. Non-routtne transaction fees such as overdrafts.
reduce earnings on the account Interest earned on daily collected balances
wtre transfers and stop payments may app!'.. Fees
of 52,000 or more. Rates are sithiect.to change at the frank's discretion and may ,Iltiltgr daily Customer qualificatton required for
ktrstar Check Card. Transactoon fees Mtn appll when used as an ATM card, ()her good for a limited time and ssibiect to change,
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Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
Five local United Methodist Churches will
once again this year work together to sponsor
the "Live Nativity" scene at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church, located on Coles
Campground Road, Highway 1429, three miles
north of Murray, on Friday, Nov. 30, and Saturday, Dec. 1, from 6 to 9 p.m.
This is the 17th year for the nativity featuring live camels and many other animals in the various scenes.
Refreshments are provided in the church basement which is wheelchair accessible. Other churches participating are Temple Hill,
Independence, Kirksey and Palestine.
Admission is free and the public is invited. For more information call the Rev. Dave Stewart at 759-1410.

Church news deadline
Because the offices of The Murray Ledger & Times will be closed
Thursday, Nov. 22, on observance of the Thanksgiving holiday, the
deadline for church news this week will be by Wednesday at noon.
This page needs to be completed by Wednesday afternoon.

Need Line closed for holiday
Need Line will be closed Thursday, Nov. 22, and Friday, Nov. 23,
--observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. The office is locatetLat__
804 Story Ave., Murray. Need Line is a United Way agency.

Mr and Mrs. Harold Darnell

Heather Nuerenberg and Dean Short

Anniversary reception Nuerenberg and Short
scheduled on Sunday wedding set for Aug. 10
Mr. and Mrs, Harold Darnell of Farmington will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Nov. 25.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the fellowship hall of
Coldwater Church of Christ.
All relatives and friends are invited_ The family fequests that guests
not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell were married Nov. 24. 1951. by the Rev.
Linsey A. Allen at Corinth. Miss. Their attendants were George
Wilburn Dowdy and Peggy Barton Dowdy.
Mrs. Daniell is the daughter of Mrs. Sudie Satterwhite and the late
Charlie Satterwhite Sr.
Mr. Darnell is the son of Hess Darnell and the late Layvel Lamb
Darnell.
They have three children, Terry Darnell, Dana Hughes and Ken
Darnell: six grandchildren; and two _great-grandchildren.

John and Sally Nuerenberg of Grand Rapids, Mich., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Heather Nuerenberg, to Dean Short,
son of Peter and Hazel Short of Grand Haven, Mich.
Miss Nuerenberg is the granddaughter of Mrs. Katherine Host of
Kentwood. Mich., and Mrs. Dorotea Nuerenberg of Seattle, Wash.
Mr. Short is the grandson of Bryan and Eileen Saggers and Rene
Short. all of England.
The bride-elect is a graduate student and assistant at Murray State
University. She is a member of Sigma Alpha.
The groom-elect received his master of physician assistant at Grand
Valley State University. He is employed by Dr. John Yezerski of
NIurray.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Aug. 10, 2002, on Lake
Michigan at Grand Haven. Mich.

Red Cross blood drive will be held Friday
Red Cross Blood Drive, spon- the need for blood products is outsored b‘ Wal-Mart. will be Friday. pacing the ability for you and all
No‘. 23. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. other donors to give hlood, the bottom line is that new life saving
in the Val-Mart parking lot.
Lan. Doyle. Red Cross blood medical procedures are using more
dri‘e chairman, said the national units of blood. Bring a friend with
blood supply has become more sta- - you- when yntr give—Mond: ret.wit
ble in recent weeks because of someone who has never given
recent national events; but please blood."
Each pint of blood processed
remember that in the Nashville
region, demand for blood products has the potential to he used for
by our local hospitals often exceed three patients. but first the blood
has to he donated and tested for
4(X) pints per day."
Dovle said "if you are one of various transmitted diseases. Then.
the use percent who give blood. blood is separated into red cells which

Come Join Us At The
Christmas Parade Dec. 1st
NOW

OPEN

DMT Furniture
NOW IN MURRAY

tit*

4 ,

may be used for trauma patients;
plasma which may he used in bum
or patients in shock; and platelets
which are used for cancer patients.
A cancer patient may use as many
as 6(X) bags of platelets per year.
If a- blood supply -is not available and in storage during a disaster event, those people needing
blood may be out of luck because
of the 24 to 36 hours it takes to
test and process each pint of blood.
Doyle said.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy. at least 17

years of age, weigh at least 110
pounds and not have given blood
in the last 56 days.
A health review will be conducted to further determine eligibility to give blood. Refreshments
will be served. If you have been
deferred from giving blood because
of low hematocrit (low iron), eat
those raisins, pump that iron and
try again.
Another blood drive is scheduled for' Friday, Nov. 30, from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. on the square in
downtown Murray.

Special luncheon planned at Oaks
All ladies of the Oaks Country Club are invited to a catered
luncheon on Wednesday, Dec. 5,
at noon. There will be no charge
for this affair.
Reservations must be made by
Friday. Nov. 30. If you plan to
attend, call Martha Broach at
753-9164 or Sue Wells at 753-

3671.
The ladies will not have their
regular Bridge session on Nov.
21 because of the Thanksgiving
holiday.
The next Bridge day will be
Wednesday, Nov. 28, at 9:30 a.m.
at the club with Martha Broach
as hostess.

New * Used * Consignment Furniture

Bring your Christmas list for couches,
chairs, bedroom suites, rockers & recliners.

--

Check out our great prices on new mattresses & box springs.
Now taking consignment merchandise.
944 S. 12th St., Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.) 767-9100

600k your family
setting today for
gift giving

Y WEIGHT CONTROL
HI-ENERG
Our Program guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss'
SPECIAL
8 WEEKS $99.00

1 -8x10
2 - 5x7
8 - wallets

49.00

Freedom Mix scheduled
The Center for Health and Wellness of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will have a Freedom Mix. Trial classes will be offered Friday. Nov. 30, at 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in 'body pump, kick boxing, spinning and free swim. Tours and class participation for members and
non-members are encouraged. A $5 donation will benefit the local
Red Cross.

Rotary entries wanted
Entries are now being accepted for the 2001 Murray Rotary Club
Christmas parade for Saturday, Dec. 1. Civic organizations, clubs,
groups, teams, bands and any other groups wanting to participate can
register their units by calling the Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce office at 753-5171. entry deadline is Tuesday, Nov. 27.

Information wanted
The Second Indian Head Division Association is searching for anyone who ever served in the 2nd Infantry Division at any time. For
information about the association the forth coming reunion contact
Bill Creech. P.O. Box 460, Buda, TX 78610.

Pageant scheduled
Beauties of America Pageant will be held Sunday, Feb. 24, 2002,
at Hilton (greater Cincinnati Airport), Florence. For more information
call 1-389-344-0213; or e-mail : yburkart@aol.com; or website:
www.beautiesofamerica.com.

Support group planned

_
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, along with
the Purchase Area Development District, will start a Caregivers Support Group on Tuesday, Dec. II, at 12:30 p.m. at the Senior Citizens Center, parish center of St. Leo Catholic Church, North 12th
and Payne Streets, Murray. Information about resources and services,
counseling and training and respite for temporary rest or relief will
be available. If you provide in-home care for a person 60 years or
older, you re encouraged to take advantage' of the support group. To
sign up or to receive more information call the center at 753-0929.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday),
Nov. 20, at. 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, South 12th Street, Murray. This
will be calendar planning night. The SOS is for all singles whether
divorced, widowed or never married. For more information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Barbara at 436-5032.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will, meet tonight
(Tuesday), Nov. 20, at 7 p.m. at the club house. A Christmas Carol
Sing-along will be featured. Hostesses will be Vicky Crafton, Ruth
Eversmeyer, Norma Paschall, Mary Shipley, Melissa Ray and Amy
Roos.

Donations needed for Santa event

Donations are being accepted for the annual Santa Project for the
coming holidays. Any one wishing to make a tax deductible donation may mail it to Calloway County Family Resource Center, 1169
Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071. For information call 762-7333.
La Leche League, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will
meet tonight (Tuesday), Nov. 20, at 7 p.m. at the Paris Civic Center, Paris, Tenn. For information call Michelle Carlson at 1-731-6410903.

BEFORE

Urgent news for people who took

Annual
Christmas
Special

Calloway County Public Library will be Closed Thursday, Nv. 22,
and Friday, Nov. 23, in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. RegWar hours will resume on Saturday, Nov. 24.

La Leche League will imm4

767-0780
1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
Murray, KY
E3

Library closed for holiday

Fen-Phen or Redux
Doctors are concerned that these drugs have damaged your
heart or caused Pulmonary Hypertension. Many injured
people have no symptoms, while others have shortness of
breath, chest pains, fatigue, or other symptoms.
Doctors are urging you to have an echocardiogram to determine
what care you may need. Call us today to find out more about
this test and be informed about your legal rights.
Your legal rights have time deadlines, so please call us today
(open 7 days/week) toll free from anywhere in the U.S. at
1-800-THE-EAGLE for a free consultation. We practice
law only in Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the
U.S. to help people across the country.

Calloway group will meet

Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will meet
tonight (Tuesday), Nov. 20, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's 11Fstaurant. All
board members are urged to attend as well as other'members and
interested persons.

WOW dinner planned

'
Woodmen of the world annual Christmas dinner will be Thursday,
Dec. 6, at 6 p.m: at -Murray State University Curtis Center. Reservations should be made by Wednesday, Nov. 28, by calling Rachel
Jackson, 753-6943, Linda Fain, 489-2577, Jeanne Hilbrecht, 767-9186,
or Steve Stevens, 759-8084.

This year give them what they really
want...a Gift eertificate
from

No Setting Fee

?he EssentialDay Spa

GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
The Injury Lawyers.

eAllisonTkotogfaphy
607 S. 4th St.

753-8809

1-800-THE-EAGLE.
(1-800- 84 3-3245e
wvvw.1800theeagle.com
•
(3ffices , mPhornixaMscois

••••
r.411,.

•Massage Therapy•Facials•Aromatherapy
•Sugaring•Manicures/Pedicures•Hot Stone Massage
.0 1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071
.
270-767-0760
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ARTIST AT WORK...Mike Crook visited Murray Elementary to
demonstrate pumpkin carving to all P3/P4 students. The
inset photo shows the finished pumpkin.

LITTLE ACTORS...Holly Bloodworth's P2 class at Murray Ele- PROUD CITIZEN...Karlee Wilmentary performed a play called The Ugliest Pumpkin for - son is pictured with the Pledge
the P1 students in their class.
of Respect she designed. Wilson attends MES.

WHAT DO YOU WANT ON YOUR PIZZA...A Calloway County
Preschool teacher demonstrates how to make a pizza to
three classes of friends during community helper week.

SHARING...East Elementary students were excited to share
a special day with their grandparents on Grandparent's Day.
Pictured are Carlene Torsak and Sumer Starks.

WANT SOME?...MES student
Raekwon Stubblefield is pictured stirring ingredients in
a wok during class.

WATCH THIS MOVE...Classmates watch as Larry Ditto used
computer skills to play an educational game in the library
at Southwest Elementary.

DEEP IN THOUGHT...Mitch
Morton, a CCMS 6th grader.
concentrates as he takes an
Academic Team test.

PATRIOTS... Students in Ms. Hassel's second grade class
at Southwest Elementary gather in front of a Patriotic display they created to say the pledge.

SPECIAL GUEST...Southwest K-1's invited grandparents to
lunch in recognition of Grandparents Day. Southwest students enjoys having grandparents visit any day of the year.

JUST A SWINGING...Calloway
Preschooler Gabe Miller works
on gross motor play with a
hoola-hoop.

GETTING FIT...Braden O'Donnell, a student at Murray Early
Head Start, is shown working on his gross motor skills.

TALKING THE TALK...Katie Roach, ESL teacher, is working
with Hector Ensinsas in the English as a Second Language
program.

SHOW AND TELL...Gage Angle, a student in Mrs. Jackson's
4th grade class at Murray Middle, presents his Kentucky
scrapbook to the class.

15•AitylV

3rom
Our 3amily
to yours...
Wishing you
happy lives and
healthy eyes
this holiday season.

nopy

tive

5

Thanksgipb.,

I, rs. Weir
<7
fy0111 our family to ,ou

"Christmas in the Country"
•Beautiful Live Wreaths (3 sizes)

•Silk Wreaths & Arrangements

•Hand Tied Bows
(Your ribbon or mine)

•100's of Christmas
(Unique of course!)

•Gift Baskets(Made to order)

•Great-Smelling Quality Candles.
Potpourris & Sprays (Ai/flavors')

(All sizes)

Ornaments

•Concrete Statuary
(The gift that lasts')

•Much, Much More!

ri i(s%i •
EYECARE SPECIALTIES

BARN
RED
CARDEN SHOPPE
OPEN Tues. - Sat. -10 a.m.- b
Sun. I - b p.m.
4 Minutes hoot Murray on 44 W.
43i,-4770

308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500
41'

(Ness arrivals still corning Jails)

CUT TREES
ARRIVING WEDNESDAYI
Coffee Spoons, Petit Fours, Peppermint
Bark Candy, and Pretzels Arrwing
Wednesday Also!

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
your One-top Chr7strnas Shoppf •

nisoi iCP1votog(aphy
607 S. 4th

St.

753-8804
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Olt And Running

SCOTT

NEY/Ledger & Times photo

ON THE MOVE...Junior point guard Kevin Paschel looks for an open teammate against the defense of Colorado
Springs guard Ryann Little (23) during second-half action of the Racers 109-44 triumph Monday night at RSEC.

Racers topple Mountain Lions
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
A rair of season-opening victories over
Div isiiin 11 schools have produced many
good things for the Murray State Racers.
Consider the numbers: The Racers (2-0)
have scored in triple digits twice and have
shot over 50 percent while holding their
opponents at or under 40-percent shooting.
MS['s average margin of victory has been
just over 50 points per game.
But despite the lopsided wins. Murray
head coach Tevester Anderson isn't quite
ready .to proclaim that his squad is back to
championship form.
"We haven't proven anything yet." said
Anderson, after watching the Racers dismantle Colorado-Colorado Springs 109-44 in
Their second straight laugher. "We 'heal a
team that we're supposed to beat — that's
all we've done."
If anything, the exhibition-style pace of
the first two outings have been a showcase
for the Racers' stable of newcomers.
And Monday may have been guard Antonio Henderson's coming out party.
The 6-1 junior, one of two junior-college
trartsiers from Atlanta Metro Community College along with fellow guard Rashard Harris. scored a game-high 24 points on 10-of14 shooting in 27 minutes of action.
Henderson's performance, as well as the
play of 6-8 juco forward James Singleton.
may eventually force Anderson to revamp
his starting lineup.
"Antonio Henderson played really 'e1l
(Monday). and James Singleton is playing
better than I thought he would," Anderson
noted. "Those two guys sort of stick out to
me."
Henderson. Singleton and Harris provid-

RACERS 109, COLO. SPRINGS 44
COLO.-COLO. SPRINGS (1-2)
Brown 1-2 2-5 4, Bain 6-8 3-7 15. Fletcher 5-13 4-4
14, Stanley 2-10 0-0 4, Little 1-9 0-0 2, Richards 1-3
0-0 3. Humphrey 0-0 0-0 0, Jackson 0-0 2-2 2 Totals
16-45 11-18 44.
MURRAY ST. (2-0)
Victor 4-6 0-0 8, Whelchel 6-10 2-2 14. Hornig 4-7 00 9 Paschel 3-4 0-0 6. Burdine 7-16 4-4 19, Akin 1-2
0-0 3. Harris 6-12 4-5 16, Henderson 10-14 3-3 24,
Thomas 1-1 0-0 2. Singleton 4-6 0-0 8 Totals 46-78 1314 109
Halftime — Murray St. 48. Colo -Colo Springs 23 3point goals — Colo.-Colo Springs 1-11 (Richards 1-2.
Brown 0-1, Stanley 0-4, Little 0-4), Murray St 4-18
(Hornig 1-1, Akin, 1-1, Henderson 1-2, Burdine 1-7, Victor 0-1. Whelchel 0-1. Paschel 0-1, Harris 0-4) Fouled
out — Hornig Rebounds — Colo -Colo. Springs 22
(Fletcher 7). Murray St 43 (Whelchel, Hornig. Singleton
7) Assists—Colo -Colo Springs 7 (Little 3), Murray St.
19 (Whelchel 6) Total fouls—Colo -Colo. Springs 15,
Murray St 20. A-1.648

ed the spark that lit the Racers' fuse on
Monday night.
With MSU leading just 14-12 around the
13-minute mark of the first half. Anderson
called upon his new trio. Within minutes.
the Racers were off and running on a decisiv — 18-4 spurt.
The scoring run was paced by a pair of
buckets from Henderson and one from Harris. Singleton then single-handedly capped
the rally by blocking a 3-point attempt. corralling the loose ball and sailing in for a
rim-rattling dunk. Murray led 32-14 and was
never seriously challenged after that point.
Henderson, who sat out last season at
Atlanta Metro because of academic problems. is finally getting the opportunity to
show his skills at the Division I level.
"Back in junior college. I was practicing
with the team every day," explained Henderson. who also grabbed five rebounds
against the visiting Mountain Lions. "I stayed
on the floor all the time, just trying to get

better ... I'm playing the way I've always
played."
Murray raced to a 48-23 halftime advantage, and then poured it on in the second
half with a 26-3 run that pushed the lead
to 45 (74-29) with 10:18 left.
The Racers' lead ballooned to 64 points
(l03-3§) on a pair of free throws by Henderson inside the two-minute mark before peaking at 65 on an alley-oop dunk by Singleton at the final horn.
Following Henderson in the MSU lineup
was senior guard Justin Burdine, who pumped
in 19 points on 7-of-16 shooting. Harris
poured in 16 while junior forward Antione
Whelchel added 14.
Whelchel also recorded seven rebounds
and six assists. The Racers were 46-of-78
from the floor for 59 percent.
Colorado Springs (1-2) was led by forward Jack Bain's 15 points while center
Kevin Fletcher added 14. However. the Mountain Lions mustered little else, shooting just
35 percent (16-of-45) from the field that
included a woeful 1-of-11 effort from 3point range. Colorado also committed 34
turnovers.
With the two breathers out of the way,
the Racers have begun preparations for Saturday visit to rival Western Kentucky, who
earned its first Top 25 ranking (No'. 21 in
the latest Associated Press poll) since 1995.
"Things are going to get a lot tougher
now, so we've got to get better in all areas
if we're going to do well in the next seven
games," Anderson said.
"Western (Kentucky) will be a big challenge for us because they have good 3-point
shooters and they play really good defense
— probably the best (defense) we'll face all
year."

'Toppers crack Top 25
By The Associated Press
A stunning, season-opening victory over Kentucky has propelled
Western Kentucky to its first national ranking since 1995.
The..Hilltoppers (2,111) .are No.
21 in this week's Associated Press
poll. released Monday.
Coach Dennis Felton knew the
ranking was coming after his team
beat the then-fourth-ranked Wildcats 64-52 in Rupp Arena last Thursday .and then beat George Washington 73-48 the following night
to win the NABC Classic.
"The week before the tournament, I told them if we go up
there and win this tournament, we
will be ranked the following Monday." Felton said. "And then. 1
told them, we will be in a position to make that ranking only
climb."
The Hilhoppers snapped a string
of five straight losing seasons with
a 24-7 record last year. The defend-

ing Sun Belt Conference champions will go for their second straight
3-0 start since 1987 when they
play host to Evansville (0-1) on
Tuesday night.
"Three. years ago,_ we were one
of the worst programs in the country. A ranking is something we
can take a lot of pride in, because
of where we're coming from." said
Felton, a former Clemson assistant starting his fourth season in
Bowling Green.
"We also take pride from the
fact that it's a lot more difficult
for a team like us to get noticed.
It's a lot easier for teams from
one of those top six conferences.
It's almost like we have to be
twice as good to even warrant
consideration."
Most of the preseason hype surrounding the Hilltoppers was
focused on 7-foot-1 center Chris
Marcus, the nation's leading
rebounder last season. Marcus did-

n t disappoint, averaging 16 -points
and 10 rebounds in the two games,
and earning the tournament's most
valuable player award.
But the Hilltoppers proved
they're more than a one-man team.
Junior forward David Boyden
scored 15 points against Kentucky
anil senior guard Derek Robinson
ha 17 against the Colonials. Robinso also had nine assists-and two
st Is in the two games.
"He's a guy who's been overlooked for way too, long," Felton
said of Robinson. the first Hilltopper in six years to have backto-back 1(X)-assist seasons.
"He came into this program
very naive, and now he's become
a complete player and an outstanding leader. Where he used to
get excited about the flashy plays.
he now understands that the greatest basketball players in the world
are the most fundamentally sound
ones."
•

USA Today Poll
The top 25 teams in The USA Today-ESPN
men's college basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, records through day
gamei• of Nov. 18, total 'points based on
25 points for a first-place vote through one
point for a 25th-place vote and last ranking
Pts Pvs
Record
1
0-0 774
1. Duke (30)
2
737
1-0
2. Illinois (1)
5
0-0 669
3 Kansas
4
4. UCLA
0-0 664
6
592
2-1
5 Maryland
7
588
2-1
6. Florida
528 12
3-0
7. Arizona
516 10
3-0
8. Iowa
8
503
2-0
9. Missouri
11
482
2-0
10. Virginia
13
444
2-0
11. Michigan St.
1-1
438
3
12. Kentucky
366 16
1-0
13. Stanford
349 14
3-0
14. Memphis
15
347
1-0
15 Georgetown
320 18
2-0
16 Oklahoma St
250 17
1-0
17. Boston College
19
238
3-0
18. Syracuse
9
191
1-1
19. St Josephs
167 20
0-0
20. Indiana
128
2-0
21. Fresno St
—
106
2-0
22. Alabama
86 24
1-1
23. Oklahoma
70 22
0-1
24. Texas
62
25. Western Kentucky 2-0
Others receiving votes Temple 60. Wake
Forest 53, Southern Cab 44. Connecticut
43, Xavier 37. Cincinnati 23, Tennesspr,
23. Purdue 19, North Carolina 15

Pannunzio
discusses 4-6
campaign
five defensive linemen,and we need
By MIKE OHSTROM
to improve our secondary — we
Staff Writer
Joe Pannunzio was the first vol- lose (senior free safety Jeremy
unteer to wipe the slate clean for Davis) and we need to get quickthe Murray State football team er."
Pannunzio noted that while
and start all over.
Pannunzio's second year at the Davis, tight end Josh McKeel,
MSU helm produced a bizarre 4- wide receiver Michael Slater, line6 record after Saturday's nation- backers Zelbert Johnson and Travis
ally-televised 37-6 loss to Ohio Hampton, defensive end Ed JohnValley Conference champion East- son and offensive lineman Murry
ern Illinois, the third-ranked team Rhodes will be missed, injuries to
Slater, tailback Mario Riley and
in the naTitin.
Wet weather and the Sept. 11 center Josh Foster hampered his
terrorist attacks limited Murray to team's effectiveness.
"We had a betteE team than our
three home games — and a combined attendance of 8,690 — this record indicated, but it's a credit
fall, and the Racers played two to our kids that we didn't fall
Division I-A teams .(Mississippi apart„" Pannunzio said. "It's easy
to be a leader
and Minnesota) as
you're
when
a result of sched- 66
Nothing
winning.
uling changes fol"We need to
lowing the cancel- is acceptget our swaglation of the Sept. able when
ger back. We'll
15 home contest
miss the leadversus Division II you're 4-6
— that
ership of Josh
North Alabama.
McKeel
and
Meanwhile, a wasn't what
like
players
lack of production
Michael Slater,
in the red zone this proand with Maridropped MSU to 2- gram was
on being out for
4 in conference built on.
most of the
play. In 10 games
-Joe Pannunzio
year, we didn't
this year, the RacMSU Head Coach
have
another
ers allowed 42
guy on offense
touchdowns while
scoring just 25 and made more that could take it the distance. I
field goals (15) than their oppo- need to find somebody that can
make things happen on the outnents attempted (11).
"When you have the type of side."
Joining Childress, Foster and
season we had, it's obviously disappointing," Pannunzio said of Riley on Murray's list of top
Murray State's first losing campaign returnees are wide receiver Marsince 1994. "We had some unusu- cus Christon, tailbacks Garner
al twists and turns, but now we Byars and Billy Blanchard, offenneed to take a step back and eval- sive linemen Jeremy Goodman,
uate the things we're doing, and Cameron Martin and Clint Parkthat starts with me. I need to take er, defensive linemen Jason Myers
a bigger role in the everyday oper- and James Bridges, strong safety
Bobby Sanders,linebacker Stanjuan
ations.
"When you're 4-6, every posi- Lee and cornerback Malcolm
tion has to. be open. Nothing is Moore.
Childress posted a 105.2 effiacceptable when you're 4-6 —
that wasn't what this program was ciency rating, completing 53.4 percent of his passes for 2,079 yards
built on."
Despite yielding over 30 points and nine touchdowns while Chrisand 400 yards per game for the ton caught a team-high 50 passes
second consecutive season while for 465 yards and two TDs. Blanslumping offensively — charting chard averaged 6.2 yards per run
389 yards per game but finishing in gaining 715 yards as Byars
with a minus-4 turnover margin rushed for 676 yards and eight .
— the Racers do have reasons for TDs.
Sanders led MSU with 66.5
*optimism as the offseason begins.
In eight games against I-AA tackles while Lee made 39.5 stops
competition, MSU was outscored and Myers tied for the team lead
by an average of 25-24. Also, a with two sacks from his end posibevy of returning starters will be tion in addition to his 24 tackles.
Moore notched 41.5 tackles
back in 2002, led by sophomore
quarterback Stewart Childress, the while breaking up six passes and
fourth-leading career passer in intercepting one and averaging 20.9
yards per kickoff return and 12.8
Racer history.
"We're getting almost every- yards per punt return.
In addition, Pannunzio expects
body back on offense, and our
current players to make some
his
said
strides,"
some
made
defense
Pannunzio, who will join his coach- significant changes by the spring.
"With Mike Vinson, our strength
ing staff on the recruiting trail
our kids will be a lot difcoach,
the
get
didn't
immediately. "We
kind of numbers we wanted (defen- ferent because he'll have them for
sively).because we were kind of the whole offseason." the racer skiplimited up front, but we were bet- per said. "That can help guys like
Jason Myers, and Marcus Christer.
"I'm really excited about our ton who really did some things
recruiting season; we're going to for us in the second half of the
get about 20 guys. We need about year."

Moss leads Vikes
past Giants 28-16
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
Minnesota Vikings have played
some awful games on the road
this year. Things are so much
different for them at the
Metrodome.
Randy Moss was in his familiar Monday night form, and the
Vikings' usually flimsy defense
played perhaps its best game of
the season — leading to a 2816 victory over the New York
Giants.
"We had a rough time on the
road, but we've been confident
that we can win at home," coach
Dennis Green said. "We've got
one more game to do the exact
same thing.
Minnesota (4-5), which plays
NFC Central-leading Chicago on
Sunday night, improved to 4-1
at home and is three games behind

the Bears.
Moss, who has avoided the
media for a month, was just as
successful eluding the Giants
secondary — totaling a seasonbest three touchdowns and 171
yards on 10 receptions. Cris
Carter also had 10 catches, for
46 yards, and a touchdown.
"If we can get the ball to
Cris and Randy, good things are
going to happen more than bad
things," said quarterback Daunte
Culpepper, who passed for 277
yards and four TDs.
Likewise, if the Vikings can
play at home, more good is
probably going to happen.
"When the center says he
can't hear the quarterback, well,
we tackles weiz at the mercy
of the defensive ends," said
Giants tackle Lomas Brown.

•

Ball State stuns Kansas

SCOREBOARD
„
llaverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

Representing

LAHAINA, Hawaii (AP) — Ball State
got to enjoy the oncourt celebration a
team that beat a highly ranked team
deserves. Seton Hall came very close to
topping it a couple of hours later.
Ball State beat No. 4 Kansas 93-91
Monday in the opening round of the Maui
Invitational and the Cardinals piled on
each other in one corner on the floor
when the buzzer sounded.
Seton Hall lost 80-79 to top-ranked
Duke in the next game played in the Lahaina
Civic Center and the Pirates left the court
with anguished looks that come with coming so close to a shocking upset.
Tuesday's semifinals will have Duke
facing South Carolina, which beat Chaminade 74-61 and Ball State playing No.
3 UCLA, which avoided the problems of
the other highly ranked teams and beat
Houston 71-60.
In other games involving Top 25 teams,
No. 2 Illinois beat Eastern Illinois 93-53,
No. 15 Oklahoma State defeated Providence 83-65 and Georgia upended No.
16 Georgetown 73-59.
"Not a bad first day, huh?" Duke coach
Mike Krzyzewski said.
No it wasn't, unless you look at it
from the perspective of the Kansas Jay-

State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Lindy Sutter

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
L
W
3
7
N Y Jets
3
6
Miami
5
5
New England
5
4
Indianapolis
8
1
Bullet°
Central
2
7
Pittsburgh
4
6
Baltimore
4
5
Cleveland
5
4
Cincinnati
5
4
Tennessee
6
3
Jacksonville
West
2
7
Oakland
4
5
Seattle
5
5
Denver
5
5
San Diego
7
2
Kansas City

NATIONAL CONFERENCE — East
T
L
W
0
3
6
Philadelphia
0
5
5
N V Giants
0
5
4
Washington
0
6
3
Arizona
0
7
2
Dallas
'Central
0
2
7
Chicago
0
3
6
Green Bay
0
5
4
Tampa Bay
0
5
4
Minnesota
0
9
0
Detroit

— East
Pct.
T
700
0
667
0
500
0
444
0
111
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

778
600
556
444
444
333

0
0
0
0
0

778
556
500
500
222

West
8
7
5
5
1

St Louts
San Francisco
Atlanta
New Orleans
Carolina

Pct.
667
500
444
333
222

0
0
0
0
0

1
2
4
4
9
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778
667
444
444
000

889
778
556
556
100

MSU falls at Ole Miss

hawks.
They were leading by six points with
just under three minutes to play and Ball
State's best player had fouled out. The
Cardinals' , backcourt of Patrick Jackson
and Chris Williams came up with huge
plays in the final minute for the upset
"I'm not embarrassed to say that's a
program we want to emulate," secondyear Ball State coach Tim Buckley said.
"But this can't make our season. We have
to build on this. I wish we could go run
around and celebrate but we have to play
again."
The play that got Ball State to the
semifinals was Jackson's driving layup
past four Kansas defenders with .8 seconds to play.
"I was just trying to make a play:
said Jackson, who finished with 23 points.
"I thought we had more time, but I heard
Coach yelling 'Drive."
Junior forward Drew Gooden had a
career-high 31 points for the Jayhawks.
MAUI WOWIE...Jason Williams and
the defending national champion
Duke Blue Devils held off Seton
Hall 80-79 Monday in the opening
round of the Maui Invitational.

OXFORD, Miss.(AP) — Sheri- Miss responded with a 21-8 run
ka Wright scored 17 points and to open up a 65-51 lead.
Tywanna lnmon added 13 to lead— Murray State forced Ole Miss
Mississippi to a 78-58 win Mon- into 20 turnovers, got good shooting from the 3-point line, and only
day night over Murray State.
The Lady Rebels (1-1) held trailed 34-28 at the half.
Murray State made
NEW YORK (AP) — Minnesota Gov. Jesse
Murray State to 27.3
Ventura wants to link a new ballpark for the
13 3-pointers.
pervnt shooting in
Holmes
, Stacey
beleaguered Twins to a salary cap and increased
the Nirst half and
'-scored 14 points and- -revenue sharing.
forced 26 turnovers in
The Twins and major league baseball, meanBrittany Park had 11
the game.
for Murray State, while, asked the state Court of Appeals on
Despite the Racwhich shot 29.4 perMonday to lift the injunction preventing owners' poor shooting and
RACERS
cent for the game.
ers from folding the team next season.
inability to hold on
Ventura, in a telephone interview with The
Ole Miss used the free-throw
to the ball, Murray State (1-1)
Lady
The
Press, criticized commissioner Bud
victory.
Associated
secure
to
line
half.
second
the
remained close until
Selig for five years of inaction on the sport's
The Racers held a 44-43 lead Rebels went 19-for-27 from the
economic problems.
with 11:55 remaining, but Ole free-throw line.

Twins, baseball appeal injunction

•

,
*'4

AFTER THANKSGIVING SALE

9TH ANNUAL

F SUPPLY
MURRAY

MONESSEN

Nov. 23RD Et 24TH

/

TRUCKLOAD

.4--

VENT FREE GAS LOG

•WEINIEtil

mail-in
Ace rebate
Final
Cost

your choice

Tool and Accessory Sets
Choose from 11 pc Combo Wrench Set, SAE or Metric,
24 pc Socket Set, SAE or Metric, 2 pc Plier/Wrench Set,
2 pc Plier Set; or 17 pc Drill Bit Set
2104099, 107. 2108942. 59. 2109478. 486. 569

SALE

$39.99

you pay

$9.97

when the court would consider the appeal of
Distrio—ludge Harry Seymour Crump's order
Friday, which compelled the Twins to play
their home garnes'next season in the Metrodome,
owned by the Minneapolis Sports Facilities Commission.
Lawyers for baseball and the Twins told
the court they intend to file papers by Wednesday requesting both an expedited appeal and
an accelerated review by Minnesota's Supreme
Court, saying the temporary injunction was
tantamount to a final decision unless reversed.

1111

4‘' NIP

Al/‘

"They continue to pay these outrageous
salaries," Ventura said. "At some point the
union and management, for the good of baseball, better get their act together." •
In New York, players and owners held a
bargaining session but failed to set a date for
the start of the union's grievance to block
owners from scrapping two teams next season, most likely the Twins and Montreal Expos.
Lawyers said they expect the date of the hearing to be set today.
In Minneapolis, there was no indication

-10.00

$29.99
your choice

2 DAYS ONLY!

Power Tools
38 pc Multi-Pro Tool Kit, 12v VSR Cordless Drill, compact Mouse Sander,or 7-1/4' Circular Saw with 11 amp
motor 2104040, 2104115. 2091205, 2109031

-- Fri. & Sat. Nov. 23 & 24
your choice

Ace rebate
Final
Cost

$49.99

you pay

$19.99

you pay

mail-in
Ace rebate

-5.00

Final
Cost

$14.99

-10.00

$39.99

RotoZip Spiral Saw or Cordless Drill

Power Tools
1/3 Sheet Sander with 3-5/80" pad size,
6v. 2-speed 3/8" Cordless Drill. pivoting Cordless
Screwdriver 23681, 22101, 2109270

Revolutionary tool powered by 4 0 amp motor
14 4v VSR drill with kit box, battery and charger
2109247, 2109213

206 E. MAIN • MURRAY • 753-3361

AFTER THANKSGIVING

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION SALE
Nov. 23rd & 24th

Many in-store BERKSZto.
Specials

52"

CEILING FAN
mom AY WAPIIIIITY

FRIDAY&
SATURDAY

All Monessen Fireplaces & Logs
Drastically Reduced
For Clearance!

41
)

i/ SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
Monessen
Gas Logs &
Fireplaces

$100 OFF

ENGINEERED FOR EXCELLENCE

$39.99 Friday & Saturday Only
(BKS52MS5LK)

• Great door prizes
• Free Refreshments
MAG-LITE

LECTRIC

HOLESALE

A Mr* Of An That Merilre

RzW
fl1UR
SUPPLY COMPANY
Your

Hardware, Electrical

and Plumbtng F

Inc.

Reg 23.49
ON SALE

$14.88

SUPPLY CO

204 E. Main St. • 753-8194 • Mon.-Fri. 7-5 • Sat. 7-4

N1D \* 4 1111

Nr.

"

200-206 E. Main•753-3361
,
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Beginning Monday,
Nov. 14th the same
relaxing professional
one hour massage that
costs $95.00 on a
cruise ship is only
$40.00 during the
Grand Opening of the
new Body Haven
Therapeutic Massage
Center of Murray!
Yes Body Haven's
only
business
is
Therapeutic Massage.
This means you will never
have to wait behind spa or
beauty shop customers. Now
lets answer the important
question
WHY MASSAGE?
Here are ten great reasons to
start your massage program
today.
1. Relieve stress
2. Reduce pain response
3. Improve circulation
4. Nourish the skin
5. Improve lymphatic flow
6. Reduce heart and
pulse rate
7. Increase muscle tone

g

0

0
8. Assist deeper breathing 0
9. Creates a feeling of
wellbeing
10. In-duce; deep relaxation

ki

PLUS studies show a regular
massage can lift our moods
during the shorter winter days!
To schedule your visit
follow these easy
steps
A. Choose a 15 minute, 30
minute or the one hour (best
value) session.
B. Call one of our certified
therapists Dean. Shiela or
Margret at 767-0045.
C. After 9-5 leave your name
and number and time to return
your call. "Hurry special rate
app. for limited time" only at
your massage specialist.

BODY HAVEN
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Murray Bank donates to MSU
MSU News Bureau
In response to Murray State
University's capital campaign, The
Murray Bank Scholarship was
recently established at Murray State
University through a generous
donation of $50,000, committed
(wet -a -,14-yeer panoik (rum -TheMurray Bank. The scholarship has
been created for high school graduates from the Calloway County
area.
Ronnie Gibson, president of The
Murray Bank, said The Murray
Bank board of directors realize the
importance of providing ediicational opportunities for the growth and
progress of western Kentucky."Our
board of directors welcomes the
opportunity to assist students from
this county gain a college education
at Murray State University. Welleducated students will be our future
leaders and ensure economic
growth for the region."
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, director of
MSU development, said the
University is thankful to The
Murray Bank for this generous
deed.
It reflects the exemplary community spirit that is so important to
the University's ability to provide
student access to the outstanding
programs we offer."

Photo
VISION QUEST ... (From left) Jerry Conley, principal at
Eastwood Christian Academy; Ronnie Gibson, president of The
Murray Bank; Marion O'Rourke, guidance counselor at Murray
High School: and Yvette Pyle, principal of Calloway County High
School, were present for the awarding of the check to MSU.
Murray State University's $25 instructional technology, enhanced
million capital campaign recently library resources, the institution's
concluded and to date has raised Center for Telecommunications
over $30.5 million in pledges, gifts Systems Management program. and
and the projection for the annual enhancement of the student-athlete
fund gifts and pledges. The goal of program. Another $1-5 million to
$10 million was reached to support raise annual giving from $2 million
endowed academic chair and pro- per year to $3 million per year over
fessorship positions, endowed a five-year period of time is pro
scholarships, the advancement of jected.

Bush pardons turkey, sends to petting zoo
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush smoothed
the leathers of a nervuu.s 55-pound turkey,declared him
sate from any Thanksgiving roasting pan and then
snickered at the absurdity of it all.
"Here we are at the White House. All in a day's
work." Bush said Monday while two dozen news cameras focused on him and the bird, named Liberty.
In the Rose Garden with some three dozen schoolchildren, Bush seemed a reluctant keeper of this particular White House tradition — the 54th annual pardoning of the Thanksgiving turkey — and an inexperienced
hand at handling live turkeys.
Bush grabbed 7-month-old Liberty by the scruff of
the neck and the bird snapped in protest. "Down boy!"
the commander in chief ordered before encouraging the
children to step up and pet the saved Liberty.
"Looks mean, but it's a sweet bird," Bush said.

Liberty will live out the remainder ot his two-year
life expectancy at a suburban Virginia petting too in the
ironically named Frying Pan Park.
As is the custom, an alternate turkey — named
Freedom — was on standby Monday to fill in if Liberty
had a case of stage fright. "And Freedom is not here
because he is in a secure and undisclosed location,"
Bush joked.
Turning serious, he said this year's holidays come at
a tough time, especially for the families of victims of
the Sept. II attacks and for the military personnel serving far away from home.
"On this holiday, we give thanks for our many blessings and for life itself. Thanksgiving reminds us that the
greatest gifts don't come from the hands of man but
from the maker of heaven and earth." Bush said. "This
week, American families will gather in that spirit."

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

10111* $14.95*
(-On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

Located On 121 Past Lowes
In The Country Square • Murray
Visit Today'

SUBSCRIBE

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Capitol runs out of
American flags
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
sign of America's soaring patriotisny/IFheCapin*titts•rtnretitofthe
flags lawmakers give their constituents.
Some 100.000 American flags
are briefly flown from the roof of
the Capitol each year for the purpose of providing members of
Consress with souvenirs to send
home to their districts. The flags
come with a certificate of authenticity usually inscribed to recognize an event or person.
About 30,000 orders have not
been filled, and Jim Forbes,
spokesman for the House
Administration Committee, said
they are about six months behind
schedule. Never before has the
Capitol run out of flags, he said.
"We view it as a good thing
because of the surge of patriotism
in America," Forbes said, adding
that there were about 50,000
requests for flags in the three days
after the terrorist attacks on Sept.
II.
- The committee 1kxitZiiijTor
new, vendors to supplement the
flags provided by the three current
-- suppliers. Forbes said. The flags
must be American-made, which

further limits their availability.
-We'll fill the orders," Forbes
said. "Bet as -you" van imagine;
most people agree, what better
place to order a flag from than
Washington and your member of
Congress?"
Bruce Milhans. spokesman for
the architect of the Capitol, said
his office, which oversees the flying of the -flags, receivea 7,000
requests for flags in September
2000. That number doubled this
September, he said.
Still. Milhans does not expect
the number of flags flown in 2001
to break the record for most flags
flown in a year — 154,224 during
the Gulf War in 1991 — because
demand did not go up until late in
the year, he said.
"This year probably will not
come close to 1991," he said.
"Next year is another thing entirely."
The record for most flags flown
in a single day, over the Capitol
was set on July 4, 1976, when
10:1,411 Zags flew to celebrate the
bicentennial.
Milhans said he did not know
how many flags had flown so far
this year.

Comics to honor heroes
BALTIMORE (AP) — Beetle give comfort, and if we can
do that,
Bailey, Blondie. Dennis the Menace we'd be happy," said
"Mutts" creand other stars of the comics pages ator Patrick McDonnell,
who helped
will honor heroes and victims of organize the tribute.
Sept. 11 in a Thanksgiving Day tribIn one strip that will appear in
ute.
Thursday's newspapers, Dennis the
Creators of 100 comic strips are Menace says a prayer for
"family,
joining in the effort, which also friends, heroes and
freedom." In
aims to raise money for victims of another, parents of the
curious baby
the terror attacks.
Marvin notice that he has more
"As comic strip artists we try to interest than usual in his
toy fire
put a smile on people's faces and trucks and police cars.

Watercraft driver dies after duck strikes head
DEERFIELD BEACH. Ha.(API
--- A 31-year-old Hollywood man
died after a duck struck his head as
he traveled 55 Mph on a customized
personal watercraft, investigators
said Monday.
Leon Resnick. an employee of
Riva Yamaha. was testing the watercraft Thursday by zipping hack and

forth on a lake about 20 miles north
of Fort Lauderdale.
After completing several maneuvers. Resnick decided to make one
more crass. As Resnick got the
watercraft up to speed, a co-worker
turned to pickup a radar gun.
When the co-worker turned back.
Resnick was no longer on the water-

craft. hi . cstigators believe he fell
into the \vater after a duck struck his
head.
The co-worker searched the lake
for several minutes before finding
Resnick. He pulled Resnick from
the water and attempted cardiopulmonary resuscitation, but Resnick
died a short time later at a hospital

ewe"

Sale Ends Soon!
Hurry In!

11.
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Is your mother
in the hospital?

:
7
•1,Ai
L7‘1
(h
..T%

4
"
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It's funny... All those years she took care
of me, and now I'm taking care of her.
That's why, when they ask me who's
going to provide the health equipment
she needs at home, I'm going to say,

mai!

die
rep
Post
Sealy
sale
,
Mattress
Sealy
Savings on Sets!
Great dic" Sleep
Posturepe

147

"Holland Medical':

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free:
1.800.227.4125

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270.442-6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223-4947

Sealy
as low as

4

She deserves the best, whether it's a special
bed or respiratory equipment like nebulizers
So I just say,"
Holland':

29

Holland Medical is on call twenty four hours
a day, so I don't have to worry... And neither
does she. So when you get ready to take
your mom home, just say.
"Holland':

RUEEN Set

F- Sealy Classic i Sealy Backsaver
Rest Plush

Twin Each Piece...s9q Twin Each Piece.12
Full Each Piece

She would do the same for you.

s294 Queen Set

'39

King Set

5449: King Set

'59

4
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Eviehleire peverdes
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Holland Medical Equipment

haSP,. neig^1 rA a
moil%
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7
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Full Each Piece ..s18

Queen Set

• :IV

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Hayes Plush

FREE
Local
Delivery!

Sealy

Sealy Posturepedic
Sierra Cushion

Posturepedic

Firm

Afton Plush

TwinSet

$30): Twin Set

'49

$529: Full Set

559

Full Set
Queen Set

5549: Queen Set

Kin Set

$799: King Set

s69
'94

FREE
Removal
of Old
Bedding!
FREE
Setup!

keative Lgittehiotts

Hours:
Mon. thru Sat.
9:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

On The Square - 247-4488
Mayfield

90 DAYS
SAME AS
CASH

I

ADJUSTMENTS

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40c/c Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Muo Run Within 6 Day Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guidel

AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.

Wednesday

Mon. 1 p.m.

Thursday

Tues. 1 p.m.

Friday

Wed. 1 p.m.

Saturday

Wed. 1 p.m.

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES

LINE AI)S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

270-753-1916
Contact Kathy or Tammy for more information.

$250 extra for Shopper (Tuts Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit

CD Just Say "Charge It"

any submitted matter

VISA

060

060
Notice
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Domestic & Childcare

PART-TIME or Full-Time
DRIVER TRAINEES
WILL DO GENERAL
permanent checkout/sales
NEEDED NOW!
HOUSE CLEANING
associate. Daytime work
Need a great career?
Call Linda 759-9553
Attorney at Law
only, includes weekends.
Werner needs entry-level WILL do housecleaning &
304 North Fourth Street
Some computer experitruck drivers No experioffices
Murray, Kentucky
ence required. Retail exence necessary. Earn
Lola Jordan 436-2135
1270) 753-1737
perience a plus. Must be $700+ per week plus ben- Shelia Lamb 436-2122
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
honest, neat & enjoy workefits. No CDL? No ProbWILL do Housecleaning
including
with
the
public.
ing
lem! CDL training is now
753-3802
Health/dental available.
available in your area.
WILL sit with sick or elderwith
Fax or mail resume
1-800-242-7364.
ly. 15 yrs experience. RefNo Charge for Initial Consultation
work experience & referFurnished. Call
erences
Night and Weekend Appointments
ences to 270-492-8896 - NEEDED Licensed Cos- 753-1529.
nail
tech
Available on Request
metologist
and/or
Miss Bradie's, PO Box
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
100
149, Hazel. KY 42049. NO for well established salon
Booth rent negotiable
Business
walk-ins.
Opportunity
Send resume to PD Box
060
060
293 Murray, KY 42071
Help Wanted
HOMEWORKERS
Help Wanted
PRESS Operator/ BindNeeded.
ery Helper. Full-time, ben- $635 weekly processing
efits. High school gradu- mail Easy! No experience
MANAGER
ate. Two years industrial needed.
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority
equipment operation in Call 1-888-517-2362
professional environment, Ext. 4605 24hrs.
Regular, full-time position, 2/15/01 including operating equip020
06/30/02. Position, after 06/30/02, is continment where the responsiNotice
Computers
gent upon renewal of annual grant; this is a
bility level for setting and
06/30/02.
Benefits
grant
position,
12/15/01
monitoring
calibrations,
PHOTOGRAPHER
package with health insurance and retiremaintaining close toleran- H.R Computer. 40 Gig
Photography by
ment available, however, salary will be comces and standards to ef- Hard Drive, 128 Meg Ram,
P Lynn Rogers
mensurate with experience.
fect proper results is high. 900 MHZ Processor.,
16 years service
Training in vocational CD/Rw. $475 753-8630
753-1001
to
High
school
graduate
or
equivalent
with
3
printing or printing-related
KELLERS
050
bookkeeping or equivexperience
preferred.
COMPUTER PLACE.
5
years
experience
in
Lost and Fotind
Some heavy lifting inAMD computers $699
alent are required. Applicant will coordinate
volved. Salary $7.81 hourUpgrades & Repairs
day-to-day operation of transit system;
LOST: 10 year old black
ly. Request application at
Internet Service
supervise transit employees; manage mainmale Lab in Stella Kirksey
(270)762-2147 or apply at
On 121S.
vehicles;
and
perform
related
tenance
of
area. Reward. Answers to
Murray
Human
Resources,
436-5933.
classes,
duties
to
include
conducting
safety
Axle 489-2955.
University, 404
State
9a.m.-7p.m.
implementing drug & alcohol policy, and perLOST: gold arm bracelet in
Sparks Hall, Murray, KY
Mon-Sat.
forming
employee
evaluations.
Applicant
the vicinity of Wal-Mart &
42071-3312. Women/miVisa/ Mastercard.
must possess ability to make decisions under
Murphy's
gas
station
norities encouraged to appressure.
around the 8th Sentimenply_ EEO. M/F/D, AA emtal value. Reward.
ployer.
applicant
have
experience
It
is
essential
that
Appliance Parts
731-232-8318.
RESTAURANT
with budget preparation/management,
LOST male yellow Lab
manager needed
grant writing, and public relations.
Goes by the name of HenLarge Selection
Sonic Of Murray is now
Familiarity
with
city
and
county
ry. Call 759-9215
USED
applications
for
take
streets/roads and a valid Kentucky drivers
THIS space is reserved
shift managers. Prior
license are a necessity. Other requirements
the day might come,
APPLIANCES
restaurant management
include excellent written and verbal commuYour pet has strayed
Ward-Elkins
preferred.
experience
can't find its way home.
nication skills, report preparation/presentaOn the Square
work
Must
be
able
to
tion, some overnight travel.
753-1713
nights,
&
weekdays,
Just give us a call, well
ends. Pay rate will be debe glad to help.
To apply, send current resume with cover letpendent on previous
140
Your loved one well
ter, name/telephone number of 3 references
management experience.
try to find,
Want to Buy
to: MCTA - Dr. Peter Whaley, Chairman, 415
Apply in person or send
'Cause we all have Furry
South 4th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
resume to Sonic Drive-in
or Feathered Friends,
ANTIQUES
Screening will begin immediately and con217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Here at the
Old toys, advertising
tinue until positions is filled.
Ky 42071. No phone
Ledger & Times.
items antique furniture
calls please.
and primitives
Murray - Calloway Transit Authority is an
SERVICE/REPAIR
We
buy 1 or all'
Call 753-1916
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Technician
Call 753-3633 ask
060
accepting
Local company
for Larry.
resumes for Office EquipHelp Wanted
HELP WANTED
ment Service and Repair. CASH paid for good, used
Interested persons send rifles, shotguns, & pistols
BRICKMASON'S Laborer.
Murray CPA firm has an opening for a profesresume' to P.O. Box 938. Benson Sporting Goods,
Call 753-7951 after 5:00
sional bookkeeping position. Must possess
519 S 12th, Murray.
Bpnton, KY 42025.
excellent communication skills and be familiar
MOMS
SMART
Per-son
entry
DATA
with word processing. spreadsheets, payroll,
150
WORK FROM HOME
Access
with
needed
and sales tax forms. Computer bookkeeping
Articles
Mail Order
skills that would be comexperience a requirement. Above average
For Sale
THIS
ONE
WORKS'
teleusing
the
fortable
compensation package includes retirement,
1-800-429-7902
phone to collect/ re3 cemetery lot @ Memorial
medical benefits, paid vacation & holidays.
SONIC Drive-In of Mursearch information from
Garden. Good location
Full time position. Only those interested in a
ray is now taking applia variety of sources. Ex$900 /each 759-8650.
technology-driven environment need apply.
cations for crew memperience with building
Resumes in confidence to P.O. Box K, Murray,
BEAUTIFUL beaded ivory
bers for all shifts. No
material items and labor
KY 42071.
wedding dress Size 12
please.
Apphone
calls
cost is a plus. Also acOn sale for $200
ply in person at Sonic
cepting resumes for tele- DOWNSIZE2 Control your FRONT desk receptionist
753-3193
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St
salespersons income date of the art tool, for busy medical office. An
phone
BIRDFEEDERS and housMurray.
marketing PowerClaim training and support, PT outgoing personality with
es Very high quality westproperty adjusting/ esti- $500-$1,000, FT $2,000- attention to detail is a
WE are currently accept- ern cedar Also bat, buttermating software. Haw- 56.000. Visit our website
ing applications for monu- fly, squirrel ect One block
must. Experience preferkins Research, Inc. 1304
ment engraver and for east of 4th & Poplar
Itwillwork4u.com
red. Benefits package ofChestnut Suite E Murray,
clerical openings. CandiFree report
fered. Apply by resume
L P Gas Refills
KY 42071 Phone 270date must possess GED or
1-800-948-2932
with references.
Lowest prices in town
753-7001.
HS diploma. Contact PeoRichard H. Crouch, M.D.
New 100lb L.P gas cyl.
ple Plus Inc. Mayfield.
300 South 8th St 301E
$79 95
at 270-251-3111.
Murray, KY 42071
B&B Brokers
EEOC
753-4389
HILLDALE Apts in Hardin,
Ky is seeking a full-time
maintenance person. Must
'Minimal Hours •Monthly Pay
have knowledge of basic
GETTING ready for the
plumbing & electric as well
Holiday' To busy tc
as sheet rock repairs &
clean" Will clean houses
Starting
pay
painting
Reasonable rates Excel$7.00/hr. Paid vacation &
lent references Call Vi
insurance. Apply in person
759-8590
at Hilldale Apts in Hardin
MRS Kim's Daycare now
or call 437-4113. EOE
has openings for infant
through School age
INSURANCE CLERK for
767-0791
Expen
Chiropractic clinic.
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
ence in insuranie relations
old will do babysitting after
ind filling for all types of
school and on weekends
Irisurance desired To apCall 759-9215 Have referply call 759-1116
MACHINE quilting
ences
$31 50 reg size
Must have own automobile,
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
good driving record and
OVER 5,000 movies.
vehicle insurance.
DVD, & video games
Starting at $2 95 for sale
Six day per week delivery.
Shop early for Christmas
Mon. & Wed.• 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Interested persons
Movie World
thurs. - 10 a.m.-12 p.m.-2-4 p.m.
753-7670
should apply at
Light industrial and clerical.
STORAGE Buildings built
The Murray Ledger & Times
on site Lowest price in
Apply in person at
area Call 437-4877
1001 Whitnell Ave.
People Lease
STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
1406 E. N., 12th St., Murray
/59
4,18 Niyht
NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE
The Village Office Complex
753-4582 Day

STEVE VIDMER

BANKRUPTCY

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Need Extra Cash?

Mobile Homes For Sale
THINKING about getting a
Dish Network satellite system' Think FREE then call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite for more details or ask
how you can get 100
channels for only $9.00 a
month for one year
759-0901

Appliances

APPLIANCE PARTS
Ward Midas
Court Square • Murray
160
Home Furnishings

SOFA, Chair, ottoman
beige, Mauve, hunter
green. Excellent condition.
$250. Call after 4pm.
753-3852.
TWO dresser, nightstand,
bed w/mattress in good
shape. $175. 270-7590091 anytime.
180
Lawn& Garden
LAWN Mowing Repair
Tiller, Go-carts
4-wheelers, ect
Free pickup and delivery
436-2867

sharp

WE PAY CASH FOR
FARM EQUIPT
One Piece to entire lot
Tommy Vance
Farm Equip.
Buy Sell Trade
Phone 731-641-0197
Cell 731-697-2397
Click on
www.tommyvanceonline.com

Fketwood
FIREWOOD
1 RICK
Delivered $35
Stacked $40
759-2316
FIREWOOD Also
service 436-2562

NICE 3br, 1 bath, W/D
hookup, dishwasher 2
blocks from MSU $495
p/month plus deposit Reference required Daytime
753-3949 or 759-3050 after 6pm

2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
COUNTRY Setting
86 Mobile home for rent
with option to buy. 2br, 2
bath, new appliances. Call
435-4078.
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
No pets. 753-9866.

QUIET family park in ex
clusive residential neigh
borhood with city police
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and
city transit service. $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup.
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury.
753-3855.
usiness Rentals

I

1400 Hillwood,
$415 per month
Great for electronics
Call Century 21
753-1492
APPX 1,500 sq. ft., good
location, heavy traffic.
Rent monthly or long term
lease.
500 N. 4th St. Murray, Ky
Call for more info.
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625.
OFFICE building near Judicial Center, ample parking, currently used as attorney office. Available December.
Contact Olive Branch
Realty 270-767-9900

2BR triplex, -1417 Hillwood
Drive, all appl. furnished,
$400 plus deposit. 270753-6022.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

KM. PRINI•10
T•

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000.

Hilldale Apt's
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
3

;&

BDR. APARTMENTS
• Staff on site/24 hr Main • Laundry Facilities/Clean & Roomy with Updated
Equip • Playground • Spacious Closets • Carpet • Fng & Stove Furnished
• C/FIJA • Losely Landscaped Grounds• On Sue Security (Coming Soon

(270) 437-4113
TDD #I-800-545-1833 ext. 287.
Apartments For Rent
tree

220
lauSical
PIANO tuning & repat
New & used pianos ORS
digital player piano system Qualified references
Slack's Piano
270-437-4432

For Great
Online
Shopping

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

14x56 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
two decks, new carpet. Great shape.
Must be moved. Asking $8,500.00

300

wwwlevshopping.com

City Route Carrier
For The
Murray Ledger & Times

48R Townhouse
2BR edge of town washSpecial rate
er & dryer $335
Coleman RE
Coleman RE 759-4118
759-4118
3 & 4br,apts avail Diuguid
Drive Coleman RE 7594118
3br. house.
HM & Sons Mobile Home 1 -2,br apts. efficiency
Mover. 20yrs. experience. C/Fi/A, near MSU.
3BR, 1 bath, washer &
dryer, C/G/H, fenced yard
Licensed & insured in Ken- 753-1252 or 753-0606
$475. p/mo. & deposit. No
tucky, Tennessee & Illipets. 753-7920.
nois. 437-3939.
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute lbr, $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520

436-2920

•DINING table w/leaf, 6
chairs & china hutch, light
ash wood, 1 yr old, good
condition, $900. OBO.
•Coffee table w/3 piece
glass top, oak claw legs,
excellent condition.
752-0166.

AC D-17, good
53.000. 492-6200

Apartments For Rant

89 Clayton mobile home
14x60 New carpet; great
shape. 2br, 1 bath. Nice
kitchen & living room area.
Book value $9,000 Asking
$7,000. Call 759-9594 after 4pm or leave message.

d

Shop At

Immediate
Openings

Apartments For Rent

270
Mobile Homes For Sea
14X70 2br. 2 bath, fireplace custom built trailer
on rented lot $8,500 4365966

1984 Fleetwood mobile
home 14x60 $2500 OBO
Must see' 270-489-2911,
leave message
1993 16x80 3br. 2 bath
All appliances included
CiKA 2 porches Must be
moved $12.800 474-8583

1 & 2 BR in Farmington
(11 mm toward Mayfield)
$295 and up W/D, appliances, water, trash pickup, lawn care provided,
Central H/A. No pets.
Ref's req'd. 753-4214 or
345-2748.
1 bedroom apt Clean
Stove, refng , dishwasher
and W/D $325 No pets
436-5268
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR Duplex $350 per
month 759-4406
28R duplex & townhouse
all applainces furnished.
located on Southwood Dr
753-2062 day
437-4833
nights & weekends
2BR. 1 1/2 bath brick duplex. stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, micro., washer dryer central heat & air
available 12-15-01
436-5685

Office Hours - Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.4 p.m.
After hours appts at ailable or call our
toll free number I-800-837-2509. co 108

ill gineiffr011iMC85.7

MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES
753-'1916

Searching ii a ne. Joh ,an be hard unless
you know where to look Don'[ get
discouraged, start your search in the nght
place The Murray Ledger & Tunes
Classified Section You'll find an extensise
listing of lobs So, whether you're taking
your first step or you filth

...give the Classifieds a look.

MOBILE home available CREEKVIEW STORAGE$325 Also rent to own $20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
Coleman RE 759-4118
759-4081
NEAR University - Extra
storage
NORTHWOOD
large 2br apt Large living
presently has units availaKitchen-dinette
Morn
ble 753-2905 or 753combo Central elec H/A
7536
Luxury carpet Range, rePREMIER MINISTORAGE
frigerator. disposer dish•Inside climate control
washer-dryer
washer,
storage
hookup $200. Deposit •Security alarmed
$350. Mo. ($250 1st mo.)
'Sate & clean
753-4560 M-F 9-5
•We sell boxes'
RED OAKS APTS.
'We rent U-Hauls
Special
•Heated Boat &
$100 Deposit
RV Storage
1BR From $280
753-9600
From
$325
2BR
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
Pets & Supplies
1 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
AKC Registered Golden
753-8221
Retriever puppies Great
E HO
family pet and wonderful
EXTRA nice 1br. 1 bath, Chnstmas gift Ready
12-01 First Shots and
central gas MIA, applianwormed
Call 753-3222
ces furnished. W&D 1yr
lease 1 month deposit No CUTE Poodle puppy 270492-6339
pets 753-2905
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Useci Cars

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
Sable & White
1-270-354-8211

2-HORSE Thoroughbred
trailer 4 new tires, multiple
hatch doors saddle storage rear ramp entry, butt
doors $750
270-436-5581

Corvette
Gray
1998
wiblack interior, removable
glass top, auto, new tires.
Stereo, 19K miles
ORCHARD grass hay and Bose
wheat straw for sale $2,00 $31.900, will trade.
2001 Honda Accord DX
a bale. 731-498-8006
New car. 14K miles
S15,900 OBO, will trade
1133%Welt**
1999 Jeep Wrangler Sport
6cyl 5sp.. 4x4 2-top, new
HALEY Professional
tires, ally wheels 47K
Appraising
miles. S15,900. will trade
270-759-4218
270-752-0160
For What It's Worth'
1986 Volvo DL Good condition $1800 OBO 7526450

1

(2) 314 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967.

Vans

LOTS for sale Starting at
511 000 Price includes 1993 Ford Aerostar Miniwater. septic & driveway van foe sale. Hunter
Also land home packages green, one owner. Asking
$2,500. 753-1354.
270-437-4838

Amage

PU, LB
1985 Chev
16 acres 6 miles north of 40.000 miles on rebuilt
town on Hopkins Rd 753- motor. all G.M options. No
damage Looks, runs &
2861
drives good $3.500. 7534589
Homes For Sale
1992 Ford Ranger XLT
1 acre with septic, well, & 107,xxx miles. Gold with
chrome wheels, tool box,
old house 94E $12,000
*Very ,nice 2br home in and bed liner. Nice truck
inside and out. $2,700
Hazel Must see
753-7320.
OBO.
Grey's Properties
2000 Dodge quad cab
759-20001
Loaded, 49,xxx miles, like
1601 Kirkwood Dr
new $15,500 (270)2512br brick. 1 112 bath.
3500
16x 16 screened-deck,
95 Dodge Ram. SWB.
2 car carport, large utility
green. 318, rebuilt trans.
room,
central
new
PW tiit $4,900 759-9069.
gas/N/A, appliances stay
15yrs. old 753-0870
Services Offered
3 Bedroom. 1 bath, bricr,
house, in city. Central gas
heat and a.r. 10x15 barn
type storage building in
back 1405 Johnson Blvd.
All Major Appliances
$73.000 call after 5pm
and Most Major Brands
753-6939.
300 S 6th St 5br, 2 bath
15K OBO Home must be On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
moved, 753-9826
12 acres of land 436-5064

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)559
4986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,

Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting Deck
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brothers Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways,'Parking lots.
'Subdivision paving,'Sea'
coating, *Stripping,
*Chip & seal
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
CLOCK repairs and restoring House calls made on
Grandfather clocks 7533730 Leave message
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
*Lawn Maintenance
'Leaf Pick-up
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work, Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.

J&D LAWN CARE &
LANDSCAPING
*Leaf Removal
(270)759-8912

1111.1
Se
937721777

• \\ci cc cdii iii perfect)• Stead m..ome tmaor:%
IA Sili.)‘‘ Y()I.•
•i
, loan, no mone!, dov.n • Fle‘ible, li)rgo.ing program
.1- st cllent irked rate - 30 r.

Global Mortgage Link
(

Dave Myers 759-2488

/ •\ Pill ken • Pat Butler • hug:P.1\n tut‘ritt
753-7407 - III N.. 12th St. Suite B

3bdrm. 2 bath brick and vinyl
C."H."A.
orchard.
outbldgs on 4 8 wooded
mt. south.
acres. 6
$69,900. 436-2016.
INVESTMENT Property
Newly remodel duplex,
new appliances. Asking
$84.000. Rent income
$850. Per month. 1-800880-0148 ask for Mike or
Donna.
NEW house 2217 Tanglewood 3br. 2 bath, formal
Dr eat-in Kitchen, hard
wood
floors, covered
porches. master suite
wwhirlpool and sep shower. large lot 2,000 sq ft living with additional 500 upstairs unfinished
5592175 or 753-1500 after
5pm.
NEW remodeled. 2 bedroom Located at 517 S
7th St Call after 5.30 pm
2701753-2452
NICE 3br. 1 bath,
C/NIA, new carpet and
many updates.
2 car garage.
1633 Hamilton.
$64,900.
753-7093,

A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-5141.
A time to take care of your
home
Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions.
porches, decks. roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design. and restoration. Free Estimates
753-4380_
A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling, tree work.
cleaning out sheds, gutter.
Junk ciean-up. 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
"Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
•No job too small
'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.
LEAF & yard clean up
Bushogging
Phone 753-8204
ask for Steve Lamb

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets •Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
MOVING
Lamb Brothers

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
437-3044
1-800-611-6854
Free Estimates
270-753-2555
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
ROOF LEAKING?
Decks. Home Additions
Call a professional
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Residential, Commercial
Garages, Pole Barns, Metor Industrial
al Buildings. Fencing
270-435-4645
Quality Workmanship
ROY HOLLAND'S
Licensed
AUTO REPAIR
753-7860. 753-1194
Al! Types of Auto Repairs
FALL Cleanup
306 Industrial Road
*Leaves. *Tree service
Monday-Saturday
•Lawn Renovation
7 30am-5pm
Leave message
753-0520
559-2705

470
Motorcycles & ATVs
1982 Big Red 200 Excel
$1.000
ent condition
435-4264
Sport Utility Vehicles
1997 Jeep Cherokee, Red,
4dr. 4x4. 57,xxx. $8,500.
759-8003
490
Used Cars

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
'Install braces & floors joists under houses

for sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.
We Do ittt-Ktricts of

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422

NEED A CAR?

GOT LEAVES?

Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF

3

Leaf
Vacuum
Service

FREE!

MNO

6

Totally
Confidential
Cali Ruthie or Dennis

753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334

Leaf relief is just
11

phone call away!

753-5726

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

AFFORDABLE Electric
1998 Nissan Maxima
-Commercial
34,xxx miles, auto, black
*Residential
PNV, P/L, CD, rebuilt tale
*Remodel
$11,500 270-437-4441
Estimates
•Free
StaAWD
99 Volvo V-70
don't cost it pays
tion Wagon, red with black -Quality
leather interior, 3rd seat
all option, 46K $25,500
753-6040 --

ign
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Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

issstina
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David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order before 11 am.&
pick up same day.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

#I & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
MEW

0 A-

Lamb 13r-c.)ther s
-Moving

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

_Ar-/•Ael

l--r6Q-

David Borders

iiig

alp
C

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Lamb Brothers
)/ Tree Service

A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Phone (270) 759-4734

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Cash Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr. Service

Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Pa a I Lamb
Removal

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

To Advertise Your Business-Cali Kathy or.Tammy at 753-1916

To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

M & T Painting
Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paul for
• free estimate at

270-759-4979
Home
Improvements & Repairs
*Dependable service
•References available
*Specialize in finish work
Carpentry the old fashion
way. Done right the first
time Guaranteedm
Bill Winters
270-382-3989 •

ELEMENTARY TUTORING
Certified Teacher
$18/hr.
Calloway County Library
Monday - Thursday
4-8 p.m.

WRCKJNG

VISA

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 RR. WRECKER SERVICE
DAYS:
753-5273 753-0133
NIGHTS:
492-8219•753-1833
753-6191

Call 270-924-9609
560

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley 759-1519.

SUNRISE Landscaping
Fall Lawn Maintenance
•Aerating
*Seeding
*Fertilize tree, shrubs and

yard
FUTRELL'S Tree Service •Leaf Removal
Trimming, removal, stump 'Mulch
grinding, firewood. Insur- *Decks and Patios
'Firewood
ed. 489-2839.
Call Red at 767-9735

Horoscopes
interaction here. What do you want from
him? Tonight: Flow into the holiday
mood.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday. VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Nov. 21, 2001.
*** A last-minute problem could toss
You are often overindulgent, especially others into confusion. Focus on getting
with yourself and family. If you think
the job done, be it at home or at work.
you have gone overboard in the past, Others depend on your high energy and
hold on tight this year! You enjoy your- ability to follow through. Still, don't
self more than you have in a long time. allow a friend to take advantage of your
You will be direct and upfront with fam- good will. Share your holiday mood.
ily. You will be likely to move or remod- Tonight: Start doing what you enjoy.
el your present abode What you do LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
could be most unexpected. If you are sin- ***** Another might be too direct
gle, you could be overly sensitive about for your taste, though you find his overmany things right now. Date but don't ture flattering. Handling this person takes
live with someone this year. You're only
more than your share of diplomacy. You
asking for trouble. If you are attached, could suddenly feel left out if you push
you will work as a team. Curb a tenden- too hard. Others react to how you
cy to be a bit pushy. AQUARIUS knows approach this person. Tonight: Kick up
your heels.
how to push all of your buttons.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll **** Handle a family member
Have:
4-Positive; directly. He often irritates you. Carefully
5-Dynamic;
review a situation that involves a child
3-Average; 2-So-so, I -Difficult
who might be unusually fragile. Tossing
your hands in the air in frustration won't
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Good will marks most of cut it. Assume greater responsibility.
your actions and statements today. The Tonight: Schedule some personal time.
spirit of Thanksgiving touches all those SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
around you Stop and visit with an older ***** Excess marks your actions,
relative or friend. Someone close to you but you don't care! Whatever you do.
might not have plans for the holiday. you do it with great theatrics. You say
Make sure this person will be OK. what you mean, and you mean what you
Tonight: Get into the long-weekend say. People understand you. Check in
with cohorts. Make sure everyone has
mode.
plans for Thanksgiving. Tonight: Join a
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** All eyes turn to you for direc- friend on the way home.
tion and leadership Clear out work left- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
launch
into *** You tend to be generous on holiovers before
you
Thanksgiving preparations. Don't forget days Demonstrate your thoughtfulness.
to invite a special friend, who could oth- Someone at work might need some help
erwise be all alone. A last-minute or something special. Ask the right quesdemand could be aggravating, but it tion, and you'll get the right answer
needs a response Tonight. Be. perhaps, Clear your desk before you take off
too responsible.
Don't forget an important call. Tonight
GEMINI(May 2I-June 201
Stop and visit with a friend on your way
**** You always have a tendency to home
go to excess How this characteristic AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 181
manifests itself vanes from person to **** Bc direct, especially if another
person Presently, temptation attacks' hems and haws. You want answers. Let
You might not care, as your mood is others know what you expect. Be preincredibly jovial with the up-and-coming pared for'someone to share more of his
Someone surprises you
holiday
feelings. You also could be surprised at
Tonight: Get out of work ASAP
what you hear from others,, Tonight: Be
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
spontaneous
***** Accept someone's offer You PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
know this person means well and knows ** Indulge someone at a distance. You
will find that both of you have a way of
how to make you smile Romance builds
cheering each other on. You might even
for those open to the warming of a reladecide to spontaneously take off and join
tionship Be direct Don't hem and haw
this person. Your perspective changes
This person responds to clear messages
because of a parent's or boss's thoughts.
Tonight Be clearly spontaneous
Take your time. Refuse to rush Tonight'
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
Get some extra Zzz's.
**** Once more, someone surprises
you, or actually shocks you. This person
BORN TODAY
expresses a high energy level, though
Football player Troy Aikman (1966i
anger plays a major role in his reactions
Step back and take a hard look at your

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
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1510 Chestnut St.(Five Points)• 759-3663

When rush hour becomes
CRUSH HOUR.

The road to work is paved with dents and dings. If you get
rammed in a traffic jam, can you afford to repair or
replace the transportation you depend on? Shelter auto
insurance coverage can help smooth the wrinkles and
crinkles you encounter along life's highway.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
www sheltennsurance.com

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DR. GOTT

This Is the second article in a threepart series.
DEAR READERS: I am continuing
my series on biowarfare agents.
Anthrax. These bacteria are ubiquitous in nature and exhibit remarkable
resistance because they produce
spores that can survive in soil for
decades Several countries have developed strains of anthrax that are particularly suited to bioterrorism. Once the
spores have been mechanically altered
to float in the air, they can cause disease.
Anthrax usually appears in one of
three forms: cutaneous, intestinal or
pulmonary (inhalational).
Cutaneous, the most easily treated
type, occurs when spores enter the
skin. The initial red spot develops into
a swollen area, which later forms a
characteristic black scab after a week
or so. Appropriate bacterial analysis
will confirm the diagnosis, for which
antibiotic therapy is, fortunately, effective.
Intestinal, the least likely form,
results when people consume infected
meat, leading to extensive bowel
inflammation, with death of tissue,
bloodstream infection and lethal toxicity. Antibiotics, if administered early in
the disease, are curative.
Pulmonary, the class that has
received the most publicity recently, is
an extremely serious infection. After an
incubation period of one day to 42 days,
patients develop fever, cough and
weakness that progress to acute respiratory distress, bloodstream infection
(septictalia), brain infection and shock,
with a mortality rate in untreated
patients of more than 80 percent.
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GiOTT

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Initially, the infection may resemble
influenza. (As an aside, this may be a
compelling reason to have flu shots this
year. After having had the inoculation,
a person is immune to influenza; therefore, "flu symptoms" could possibly
reflect a more serious condition.)
From a practical standpoint, it is
technically very difficult to make
anthrax in a form that can be inhaled.
But this is the very problem we face.
Someone - or some government has done exactly that. Nonetheless, the
risk of exposure is small because reaerosolization of particles on clothing
and surfaces of objects is nearly impossible. The disease is not transmitted
from person to person. It is diagnosed
by bacterial analysis and is easily treated in its earliest stages with a variety of
antibiotics.
There is an anti-anthrax vaccination,
but it is not available for civilian use.
The CDC advises the following measures:
People with "powder" incidents
should report them to the local police
and FBI as soon as possible. Such incidents include a distinct threatening
message with the powder or substance,
a brown or sandy-brown powder, or a
suspicious letter or package. White
powder is not considered to be a threat.
Nonetheless, visible settled powders
in letters or boxes are not usually serious risks for inhalation anthrax,
although cutaneous disease may be
caught in this manner.
Suspicious letters and packages may
have excessive postage, handwritten or
poorly typed addresses, incorrect titles,
misspellings of common words, oily
stains or discolorations, no return
address, excessive weight, a lopsided
or uneven envelope, protruding wires
or aluminum foil, excessive security
material (such as masking tape), visual
distractions, ticking sounds, restrictive
endorsements ("personal" or "confidential"), or a postmark that does not
match the return address.
More tomorrow.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn
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DEAR ABBY: Your response to
"Worried Grandson, Glendale, Calif."
was on target, but far too mild. Such
egregious greed deserves considerably sterner chastisement than
"shame on you."
That reprobate is so self-centered
he cannot comprehend what a blessing it is for his grandfather to be
enjoying his life instead of dwindling
away in an elder-care facility - a situation that would blast through
Grandpa's resources faster than a
dozen gold diggers. I have no doubt
that even as he grouses about
Grandpa's expenditures, this slimeball is already planning how to spend
"his" inheritance.
Here's hoping that Grandpa slips
up in his practice of birth control (at
96, wow!) and sires an heir more
worthy than the despicable "Worried
Grandson."
FURIOUS
IN COOKEVILLE,TENN.
DEAR FURIOUS: Your letter
is a hoot. However, more important to a child's well-being than
money are two loving parents to
guide him or her into adulthood.
And virile and vigorous as he
may be, in order to provide that,
Grandpa would have to have a
lifespan to rival Biblical patriarchs.
You are not the only reader
who was moved to comment on
that letter. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Worried Grandson," who complained that his 96-year-old grandfather was wasting his inheritance on
women half his age. I agree with you,
Abby, "Worried" should be ashamed
of himself.
I have an 84-year-old grandmother.
give anything to see her
able to live such a life. She's a wonderful lady. She's miserable because
she cannot take care of herself, and
she hates being dependent. She's in a
wheelchair and has almost no balance. She falls a lot and there is nothing anyone can do to stop it, short of
putting her in a nursing home where
she would be bedridden. She can no
longer read. One of the most wonderful things she passed down to me is
her great love of literature. My
grandmother has little joy left in life.
"Worried" should be grateful that
his grandfather can still care for himself and is enjoying life. He probably
worked hard all his life to earn the
money that he's spending. He has

MR O1THERS IS OUT
Or TOWN FOR Ti-iE
REST OF THE WEEK

C.Ak-r 11-11
$1.3b A POuND? NO! WE
74 BEANS?? OH, NO! WE
CAN GET THOSE FOR $1.2
NEVER EAT MORE THAN 43
BEANS ON THANKSGIVING! ; A POLAND ACROSS TOWN .I

every right to do what he wants with
his money. Instead of sitting around
waiting for his grandfather to die, the
grandson should be working to accumulate his own retirement money.
am 16 years old, and I know that
the greatest gift you can get from a
grandparent is not money; it is love
and knowledge. "Worried" could
learn a lot from his grandfather,
things that no book can teach. He
could tell stories more precious than
any amount of money. "Worried"
should be less worried that Grandpa
is hanging around with gold diggers
than the fact that he is one ofthem.
GRATEFUL GRANDDAUGHTER,
RICHAFtDSON,TEXAS
DEAR GRATEFUL GRANDDAUGHTER: You said it well.
You are an intelligent and wellgrounded young woman. Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: You missed the
opportunity to educate "Worried
Grandson" and others like him. No
parent or grandparent is obligated to
leave anything to his heirs; inheritances are gifts.
If "Worried" wants a real inheritance, he should spend time listening
to his grandfather's stories about his
life. That is where the true treasure
lies.
LUCKY GRANDDAUGHTER,
PORTLAND,ORE.
DEAR LUCKY GRANDDAUGHTER: If your grandparents could see your letter, I'm
sure they would consider themselves the lucky ones.
***

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
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THEY ALSO
CAN'T SHARE
THE SAME
LIST, CART
OR SUPERMARKET.

NOT THE 15-OUNCE CAN!
Lik ONL`l NEED 12 OUNCES!
PAY TIME IS MORE
VALUABLE THAN
THREE OUNCES OF
MASHED PUMPKIN!

***

Woodmen of the World.
Ten years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Published is a picture of J.T. TidMr. and Mrs. Donald E. Cruce,
well sorting through a pile of airNov. 12; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Will
cured tobacco at a a stripping shed.
Ed
Bailey and a boy to Mr. and
Calloway County High School
Mrs. Bill Hogue, Nov. 13; a girl to
Speech Team won first place
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale Paschall,
sweepstakes and Murray High
14.
Nov.
fourth
Team
won
School Speech
.Forty years ago
place at 32-team invitational tournament at Western Kentucky Univer- - Maj. James M. Lassiter, Maj.
William E. Dodson and Lt. Ottis P.
sity, Bowling Green.
Dr. Joseph Rose, professor of Valentine, all of Murray, are now
political/legal studies at Murray on active duty with the 439th Civil
State University, spoke about "Cur- Affairs Co., Fort Gordon, Ga.
Recent births reported at Murray
rent Events - the Middle East" at a
meeting of the Theta Department of Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Beard, a boy to Mr.
the Murray Woman's Club.
and Mrs. James Churchill and a girl
Twenty years ago
A tobacco barn, owned by Vester to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fowler.
In high school basketball games,
L. Shelton, with 1.8 acres to tobacco, owned by Mark Herndon, College High Colts won 49 to 37
were destroyed fire the night of over Cuba Cubs, and Calloway
County Lakers won 61 to 57 over
Nov. 18.
Ricky Cunningham, son of Mr. Sedalia. High team scorers were
Franklin Rogers for College High,
and Mrs. Bobby Cunningham, and
Jimmy Joe Hale, son of Mr. and
Suiter for Cuba, Curd for Calloway
Mrs. Dwayne Hale, are pictured be- and Dick and Glisson for Sedalia.
ing presented American Fanner deFifty years ago
grees at the national convention of
A 400-voice choir of high school
the Future Farmers of America at students from four states will preKansas City, Mo.
sent a concert Nov. 26 at 7 p.m. in
Mr. and Mrs. Festus L. Story
Murray State College auditorium.
were married for 60 years Nov. 8.
This will climax the fifth QuadThirty years ago
State Choral Festival held annually
The Rev. John Sanderson, mis- by the fine arts department of MSC.
sionary for past 2 1/2 years in TriniLt. Joe Windsor, son of Mr. and
dad, will speak and show slides of Mrs. V.E. Windsor of Murray, is
his work there at Memorial Baptist now serving with the armed servChurch on Nov. 21. He is the son of ices at Fort Benning, Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. Voris Sanderson of
Recent births reported include a
Murray.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Jameg"1-1. Shelton, Trellis Sea- Gravette, Nov. 15; a boy to Mr. and
ford, Allen Rose and L.C. Hendon
Mrs. H.J. Bryan and a girl to Mr.
are new officers of Camp 592 of and Mrs. Harvey Higgins, Nov. 16.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Tender Loving Care
East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4AK853
V A 94
•J 6 3
+52
EAST
WEST
4—
4QJ109 7 2
V J 8 7 32
•KQ6
•9 4
•8
K Q 10984
+763
SOUTH
+64
V 105
•A K Q 10 7 5 2
4A J
The bidding.
North
South West
East
Dble
3+
1•
Pass
Pass
5•
4•
4+
Opening lead — queen of spades.
One of the purposes of a preemptive bid is to crowd the bidding
in the hope that the opponents will
then stumble into the wrong contract. Thus, in today's deal, after
his partner passes, West has good
reason to think that the opponents
have a game. Furthermore, nothing terrible can happen to him ifhe
bids three spades and gets doubled.
West has six probable tricks, and if
North-South can make a game or
a slam, the penalty incurred will
be worthwhile.

In the actual case, North
doubles three spades and Eastruns
to four clubs. South then winds up
in five diamonds, but note that his
side might have reached three
notrump (making five) had there
been no interference.
As it happens,five diamonds is
a sound contract that cannot be
defeated ifdeclarer plays correctly.
However, the fact is that it's very
easy to play the hand incorrectly.
West leads the spade queen,
and South's mettle is tested at
once. The proper play is to follow
low from dummy and let West win
the trick! When West then continues with the jack, declarer ducks
again, and he ducks a third time
when West returns the ten, this
time ruffmg in his hand. South
then has no trouble collecting the
rest of the tricks.
If declarer makes the mistake
of playing high from dummy on
any of the first three spade leads,
he gops down one. However, he
should realize from the bidding
that West has six spades and East
none, so he should let West win
the first two tricks.
Another way to state the situation is to say that South sees 11
tricks as soon as dummy comes
down, and all he has to do is to
make sure he does nothing to jeopardize them during the play.

Tomorrow: Double with even, pass with odd.
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CROSSWORDS
39 Undershirt
40 Picturesque
41 — — whim
43 Ocean-liner
letters
44 Tin, in the
lab
45 Wide open
47 Bronte's
govemess
50 TV's
Sevareid
51 Goat's-hair
garment
54 Baseball's
Durocher
55 — for the mill
56 Uniform
wearer
57 Varnish
ingredient
58 Outdistances
59 Garden tool
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I TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 20, the
324th day of 2001. There are 41
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 20. 1947, Britain's future queen, Princess Elizabeth,
married Philip Mountbatten, Duke
of Edinburgh, in a ceremony broadcast worldwide from Westminster
Abbey.
In 1789, New Jersey became the
first state to ratify the Bill of
Rights.
In 1910, revolution broke out in
Mexico, led by Francisco I. Madero.
In 1925, Robert F. Kennedy was
born in Brookline, Mass.
In 1929, the radio program "The
Rise of the Goldbergs" debuted on
the NBC Blue Network.
In 1945, 24 Nazi leaders went
on trial before an international war
crimes tribunal in Nuremberg, Germany.
In 1959. the United Nations issued its "Declaration of the Rights
of the Child."
In 1967. the Census Clock at the
Commerce Department ticked past
200 million.
In 1969, the Nixon administration announced a halt to residential
use of the pesticide DDT as part of
a total phaseout.
In 1975, after nearly four decades of absolute rule. Spain's General Francisco Franco died, two
weeks before his 83rd birthday.
In 1977. Egyptian President Anwar Sadat became the first Arab
leader to address Israel's parliament.
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Yvette
17 Exploiting
19 Auto racer
Unser
20 "Ben- —"
21 Humors
22 Kind of book
24 Rock
researcher
25 Groovy
26 Snake
shapes
27 What coals
become
29 Remove the
peel
31 Mass
33 Washer cycle
37 Cotton
seeder
38 Legislates
42 News agcy
45 Met highlight
46 Per
47 Building wing
48 lormal vote
49 Legendary
bird
50 Before now
52 Opposite of
cheer
53 Gorilla or
chimp
55 Disk capacity
unit
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Homeless numbers burgeoning in U.S. cities, blame economy
NEW YORK (AP)
A lack of following the World Trade Center
affordable, housing and economic attack, and many people have
woes that have worsened since Sept. turned to soup kitchens and food
II have sent the homeless popula- pantries.
tion in some of the nation's largest
"The number of people coming
cities climbing, experts say.
here was rather dramatic after the
There are, now nearly 30,000_ 1 1 th of SeptembeF," said Clyde
1iöTèssaaulis- aTura-iTEenli Kireiiim-T47a programs coordinator
New York City shelters — an all- for Holy Apostles Soup Kitchen in
time high, the Coalition for the Manhattan who estimated the
Homeless said Monday.
increase in the hundreds.
New York lost nearly 80,000jobs
The nation's largest city isn't

alone. San Francisco, Los Angeles to 5.4 percent in October and comand Boston are also seeing more panies eliminated 415,000 jobs, the
homeless, said
Steve
Berg, biggest one-month drop in 21 years.
spokesman for the National Alliance
Nationwide, the homeless numto End Homelessness. He warned bers are grim.
that additional job losses may add to
A March 2000 survey by the
the probleps.
,,..ccosus Bureau found 280,527.
_
_
Last week,the Labor Department homeless people' around the counsaid the number of laid-off workers try. The bureau reported that on the
drawing jobless benefits had first day of the three-day survey,
reached an 18-year high. The 170,706 people were in homeless
nation's unemployment rate soared and emergency shelters — includ-

Christian theme park sues over taxes
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — A
County Tax Collector,
"We think the property Orange
Christian theme park sued Orange
Earl K. Wood, and the director of
County and the state Monday,
appraiser is wrong, and the Florida Department of
claiming it was wrongfully denied
Jim Zit—
igalt-.—
his interpretation of the Revenue,
tax-exempt status by property
Only the value of the land, not
appraisers.
the buildings, will he taxed this
law is dead wrong"
The lawsuit, filed in Orange
year. The property is valued at
— Mary Rosenthal $1.4 million, so Holy Land offiCounty Circuit Court on Monday,
seeks to oy erturn a decision that
executive director of Holy Land cials could pay about $28,000 this
could cost Holy Land Experience
Experience year, Donegan said.
and its founding ministry tens of
Next year, adding the $1.6 milthousands of dollars annually..
lion worth of facilities on the
Holy Land Experience is seeking the exemption as property, Holy Land officials could pay as much as
a religious and educational entity. The park was devel- $348,000 in property taxes. The park has an estimated
oped by. Zion's Hope, a nonprofit, nondenominational $9 million operating budget this year.
Christian ministry.
If 1-I61y_Land Experience loses its. court battle for
-We think the property appraiser is wrong, and his tax-exempt status, Rosenthal said the park may have to
interpretation of the law is dead wrong," said Mary raise the price of its admission tickets to make up for
Rosenthal, executive director of Holy Land the revenue shortfall.
Experience. "We have run it by three significant law
Aiding- Holy- Land Experience in the lawsuit are
firms ... and all of them were, quite frankly, shocked two public-interest law firms: the American Center for
this would even get by the property .appraiser's desk." Law and Justice and the Liberty Counsel.
Orange County Property Appraiser Bill Donegan
Mat-Slaver, president of the Orlando-based Liberty
first turned down the park's request in June. flatly Counsel, said Holy Land Experience should be treated
asserting that Holy Land Experience is a business, as a museum, with its walkthrough exhibits and'
"not a museum. not a school and not a church."
Scriptorium, a display of ancient Biblical manuscripts
However. Donegan did exempt the portion of the scheduled to open next year.
property. that. houses the administrative and education
Stayer also said the park "is part and parcel of the
facilities for Zion's Hope.
religious ministry."
Donegan said Monday that he hasn't changed his
"The government may not make doctrinal decisions
mind.
by determining some aspects are central to the reli"The question is, what is the use of the property'?" gious ministry and some are not," Stayer said. "The
Donegan asked. "What is going on there?"
First Amendment prohibits governmental gerrymanNamed as defendants along with Donegan are the dering."

WASHINGIoN (AP)..I-louse Democrat accused the Bush
administration of taking its cues in
international tobacco negotiations
from Philip Morris, the nation's
largest cigarette manufacturer.
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif.,
made the charge in a letter sent
Monday to. President Bush that
was timed to draw attention to
negotiations .on an international
treaty aimed at L'utting cigaretterelated deaths. The talks resume
Thursday in Geneva.
White House spokesman Scott
McClellan rejected Waxman's

FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
for

The Murray Christmas Festival 2001
Sunday,December 2
5pm and 7pm
(Please complete all stepsfor THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVALfree ticket request)

1.

Name
Address

"The United States is a world
leader in research and tobacco
control programs, particularly
when it conies to the prevention of
tobacco. use by minors. and we will
-continue to participate actively in
the international framework as
negotiations limy e forward,"
McClellan said.
Waxman. the ranking Democrat
on the Goy ernment Reform
Committee and a tobacco foe, said
U.S. negotiator; have sided with
Philip Morris in opposing mandatory tobacco taxes and restrictions
on cigarette .exports. among other
issues.
"The United States should be a
leader in the international effort to
fight tobacco use -- not the principal obstacle to a strong treaty,"
Wa x man wrote.
Waxman also noted that Philip
Morris is a key contributor to the
company . gave
GOP.
The
Republicans about $3 million in
the last election cycle, according
to The Center for Responsive

Phone

City

State

Zip

2.

Circle the time you wish to attend.

3.

Number oftickets requested (limit 10 per family please)

4.

Include a self-addressed stamped envelope. If this envelope is not enclosed, then
the tickets cannot be mailed.
Address request to:

5.

5:00 pm

7:00 pm

THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY,KY 42071

Please send tickets to me for another time if my requested time is unavailable.
Do not send me any tickets if my requested time is not available.

to be removed.
In at least one instance. U.S.
negotiators_ sought. to _strengthen_
the draft treaty. The document.
calls for a ban on cigarette vending.
machines ill places accessible to
minors; the administration wants a
ban on all tobacco vending
machines.
LINN

Mark Berlind, associate general
coungel
for. Philip _ Morris_
Corp.,
denied
Management
Waxman's allegations.
"We are not working together
with the U.S. government,"
Berlind said, adding that Philip
Morris wants a treaty that will
bring stability.
"We need to know what the
rules are," he said.
World
Health
The
Framework
Organization's
Convention on Tobacco Control
hopes to have a treaty by 2003.
U.S. negotiators and Philip Morris
oppose strong language in the draft
treaty stating that governments
will prohibit duty-free sales of cigarettes and impose taxes on tobac.co products.
The company and administration also want to eliminate a measure that would ban the use of terms
such as "low tar" or "light." Health
advocates say such phrases lull
smokers into falsely thinking those
cigarettes are safe.
Philip Morris and the administration are not in lockstep on every
issue. For example, international
negotiators want to require tobacco companies to disclose all their
promotional
advertising
and
expenditures. Philip Morris wants
the provision deleted, while the
administration says it's OK to
release general information.
The administration also called
for the deletion of provisions that
would end subsidies to tobacco
growers and require cigarette
retailers to be licensed. Philip
Morris did not ask for those meas-

Department of Motor Vehicles.
"It's very hard on my children,"
Anderson said at a news conference
held by the homeless coalition. "I
feel like they've experienced separation anxiety because I have had to
ask family members to help house
them."
Like Anderson, shelter resident
Joseph Franklin wants a job and a
place to live. But it's proven to be a
tough task.

First Baptist Church, Murray, Kentucky

a

Democrat accuses administration
of siding with tobacco giant

ing 59,000 combined in New York
and California.
New York homeless shelter resident Christina Anderson, a mother
of four children ages 5 months to 15
years, fell behind on her $700
monthly rent. Then she started missing work because she lacked child
care and because of frequent court
appearances related to her eviction.
She said she was fired from her
$21,000-a-year job at the state

Reservation requests will be filled in the order in which they are received.
If there are problems in receiving tickets, please call 753-1854
between the hours of 10am and 4pm after November 26!
Please order only those tickets which you require so that others may have thijoy ofattending. Thanks!

Have yourselfa happy and healthy holiday season.
Your are cordially invited to our Holiday Health Extravaganza.
Saturday, December 1 from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

25% OFF
NOW THROUGH

CHRISTMAS
at

ccirn..111,in
DOWNTOWN • MURRAY
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Free Screenings
Blood sugar, EKG rhythm strips, cholesterol, blood
pressure, body far, colorectal screening kit, respiratory,
vision and posture, massage therapy, plus a one-day pass
from Baptist Family Fitness.

Women's Health Class
fe"•%,, Reva Harper, RN, MACT, will teach you about
• women's health topics including body fat,
Nb.•
pregnancy, menopause, osteoporosis and
more. Call (270) 575-2918 to register.

Baptist Family Fitness

What to Expect When You
Come to the Hospital
Join us as we discuss patient procedures and
preparations in a new class titled "What to Expect When
You Come to the Hospital." Call (270) 575-2918 for
more information or to register.

specialist about
-< tailoring an exercise program to meet your
*/)-Nes
'
• individual needs.
.c\ST P44

Come talk with an exercise

55PLUS.
Take advantage of all the health screenings designed to
keep you healthy and fit. Visit our hospitality room and
learn more about 55PLUS and its membership benefits.

WESTERN

BAPTIST

HOSPITAL

' 2501 Kentucky Menue • Paducah, KY 42003•(270) 575-2100• wwwwesternbaptist.com

